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Appl icat ion of Reinforcement Learning (RL) on portfol io management 
(PM) has attracted researchers in recent years. By examining the ex-
pected total discounted future rewards of each action, the RL learns to 
come up wi th an opt imal strategy to allocate capital on a portfol io of 
assets in each t ime step in a period of time. The state vector and the 
set of actions are two key components of the RL for the performance of 
a P M system. Most literatures focus on allocating capital between an 
asset and the cash, while very few propose a design in managing mult iple 
assets. When applying the RL to multiple-asset PM, the high dimension 
of a multiple-asset state vector results in the inefficiency of the learning 
process. Thus, it is challenging to design an RL system which can handle 
a large number of assets efficiently. 
In this thesis, we propose two systems on managing multiple-asset. 
i 
portfolios. The first system is applying classical P M algorithms on in-
dependent R,L traders. Whi le each RL trader decides whether to buy 
a particular asset or to hold the cash, a fund manager allocates capital 
on several RL traders based on their recent performance and some tra-
dit ional PM algorithms. In each RL trader, the state vector contains 
the information on its underlying asset and thus is simpler than a state 
vector describing all the assets. W i t h a simple single-asset state vector, 
each RL trader learns its policy efficiently and provides buy-or-sell sig-
nals for each asset to the fund manager. The experiment results show 
satisfactory profits. However, the increase in profits is not as much as 
what we expoct. This is probably due to the difference in the selection 
criteria of the RL traders and the fund manager. 
Our second system is called RL-Based Portfolio Management (RLPM) 
using the RL w i th a low dimensional state vector. Our design works on 
capital transfer between each pair of assets, and thus the two-asset state 
vector is simple and of a smaller dimension than an RL system con-
sidering all assets. Since there is only an RL fund manager wi thout 
any traders, there is onty one selection criteria in the system. Our pro-
posed set of actions denotes different strategies for capital transfer. The 
capital transfer depends on the predicted performance of the two assets 
based on one or more of the following components, the cross-correlation 
and the auto-correlations of the assets. In the calculations of the cross-
ii 
correlations and the auto-correlations, the t ime lag is an important pa-
rameter and has a significant impact on tho profits of the RLPM. Since 
we do not have、' a prior knowledge to set an opt imal value for the time 
lag, we allocate the capital uniformly on a number of the R L P M wi th 
different t ime lag, just like uniformly investing in a basket of funds. An-
other solution to this problem is to apply the R L P M recursively to obtain 
funds on funds. 
We perforin a series of empirical studies on our R L P M and some clas-
sical methods in portfol io management. We have five different, datasets 
w i th historical stock prices in the stock markets in the world. Some 
datasets contain a large number of stocks and the experimental results 
show that our system is scalable. We also show that the opt imal value 
of the t ime lag is different in the datasets arid thus i t is not possible 
to pre-deterrnine the time lag. Two systems, one w i th a layer of the 
R L P M and another one wi th two layers of the RLPM, both show very 
promising results. We also evaluate the performance of our system using 
different transaction cost. The empirical results show that our system 
outperforms some classical methods. 
iii 
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我們的第二個系統稱為R L P M 。這個R L系統有一個低維度的狀態�
向量。R L P M運用R L來決定在每對項目之間的資本轉移，在此設計�
中，每個R L只考慮兩個項目的狀態向量，比考慮所有財産的R L系統�
更簡單。這個系統裡面只有一個R L基金經理，並沒有其他作決策的�
部份，所以整體而言只有一個決策目標。 R L P M可選擇的行動是不同�
的資本轉移的策略，而資本轉移的多少取決於一個或更多的元素，�
包括兩個項目之間的相關係數 ( c r o s s - c o r r e l a t i o n )及它們的自我相關�
係數 (au to -cmTe la t ion )。在計算相關係數和自我相關係數的時候，時�
差(t ime l ag )是一個重要的參數，並且對RLPM的回報有重大影響。甶�
於我們沒有如何設定最佳時差的先備知識，故此我們將資本平均地�
投於在一些擁有不同時差的R L P M上，如同一次性投資在不同的基金�
上。另外，我們亦可以R L P M在這些擁有不同時差的R L P M上調撥資�
本，就如同一些投資於其他基金的對沖基金 ( fund on funds)—樣。�
我們運用五個國際性股票市場上的股票價格，在R L P M和一些古�
典P M方法上作出一系列的實證研究。部份測試數據包含大量投資項�
目，我們從中肯定了R L P M能夠有效地處理大量投資項目。我們發現�
不同測試數據入面的最佳時差並不一樣，説明我們無法事先設定這個�
參數。一層的RLPM和兩層的RLPM都表現得很突出。我們亦有就不同�
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The financial market plays an important rolo in the business world in 
the sense that i t provides a platform for parties w i th surplus to invest 
for future cash inflow and parties wi th deficit to raise necessary funds 
for profitable projects. Through the process of lending and borrowing 
of funds, both parties get satisfied. The financial market starts from 
these situations. Nowadays, the capital in the financial market comes 
from individual investors who aim at increasing their own wealth from 
the fluctuation of the asset prices. The dynamic asset prices are not 
purely random but often influenced by the economy, the politics and 
the investors themselves. Since there are a large number of assets in a 
part icular market, e.g. thousands of stocks in a stock market, investors 
often do not put all the capital on an asset. Instead, they allocate capital 
on several assets. The problem of portfol io management is to determine 
the amount of capital to be allocated on oacli asset. 
1 
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Portfol io management deals w i th allocating capital on several assets. 
There are various algorithms on portfol io management in the literatures. 
Many of them formulate t,he financial inarkot as mathematical models 
[34] [32] [5] [7] [13] 115]. For instance, Markowi tz characterized an invest-
ment in two properties, the expected return and its standard deviation 
[23]. The standard deviation can be interpreted as the risk of an in-
vestment. If two investments have the same expected return, investors 
w i l l invest in the one w i th a smaller variance. Similarly, if two invest-
ments have the same variance, investors wi l l choose the one w i th a greater 
expected return. A port fol io of two investment's is better than a single in-
vestment when the correlation coefficient between them is less than one. 
I t is becausc t l ie expected return of a portfol io is not affectod by the cor-
relat ion coeflicient; but its standard deviation decreases as tho correlatioi) 
coefficient decreases. However, the statistical relationship between assets 
is often not st able. Thus, the portfol io under the mean-variance analysis 
needs to be rebalanced frequently and the cffect of the transaction cost 
is significant. In addit ion, the estimation on the statistics is often not 
accurate in practice. 
Researchers in the field of machine learning have been working on the 
problem of port fo l io management as well [9]. Supervised learning, one 
of the algori thms in machine learning, generates a. funct ion that maps 
an input vector to the desired output . I t is named supervised because it. 
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needs pairs of input vectors and desired outputs for t ra in ing the mapping. 
In the application in the financial market, there are several choices for 
the outputs [42]. Some literatures focus on predict ing t rading signals 
f rom the historical prices [17] [41] [4]. For instance, Tr ipp i and DcSieno 
proposed to predict BUY-or -SELL t rading signals from tho information 
in the previous prices, which are Open, I l igh, Low and Close prices, 
and several statistics derived from past price data, e.g. vo lat i l i ty [37] . 
The authors trained an Art i f ic ia l Neural Network ( A N N ) f rom a series 
of t ra in ing data. Then they used the A N N in the test ing period to 
determine whether to buy or sell an asset from the historical prices. 
Some l i teratures focus on predict ing the future informat ion on assets 
f rom their historical prices by supervised learning, and then trade the as-
sets using the predicted information. Levin proposed to predict a stock's 
re turn from various technical and fundamental factors [20). The author 
further proposed to construct portfol ios after predict ing the returns of a 
number of stocks. Leigh et al. used an A N N to predict the future New 
York stock exchange composite index from previous values of the index 
and the pr ime interest rate and then traded on the index by some rules 
[19]. 
Another approach in machine learning is l loinforcement Learning (RL) . 
A R L system aims at maximiz ing the cumulative returns and learns to 
determine which action to take through a learning process. Q-Learning 
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[38] [39], one of the algorithms in RL, does not require an exact model 
of the environment and thus is often applied to decision making in the 
financial market.. 
Several l i teratures discussed the application of R L to t rad ing a single 
asset [11] [25] [1()] [2] [29], e.g. a stock or a currency. Neuneier introduced a 
very first franunvork on t l ic application of RL [27]. He suggested to have 
the state vector containing the market data, and the current posit ion. 
Some examples of the market data arc the historical asset pricos and the 
interest rates. In his experiments, the state vcctor contains the current 
asset price and the current, position. His promising experimental results 
w i t h a simple state vector encourage other researchers to t r y different 
designs of the state vector. Some literatures follow Neuneier's frame-
work and introduced complicated state vectors [18] [30]. Some literatures 
focus on other cr i ter ia for choosing an action rather than maximiz ing the 
cumulated absolute return. Gao and Chan introduced a hybr id system 
on a R L system for maximiz ing the Sharpe Ratio [11]. Some researchers 
discussed a RL system w i t h a risk-adjusted reward [33] [24] [21]. Examples 
of a measure of risk include the variance and the standard deviation. 
Neuneier discussed the application of RL to managing portfol ios on 
mul t ip le assets [28]. A contr ibut ion in his work is the suggestion of using 
a single A N N for handl ing the Q-funct ion for all states and all actions. He 
suggested to include market data for the assets in the state vector. In his 
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experiments, the state vector contains the capital on different assets and 
their current prices. When dealing w i th a single asset, researchers can 
design a complicated state vector [18] [30]. When dealing w i t h mul t ip le 
assets, the dimension of the state vector is a serious issue. A l though the 
A N N can be used to approximate the Q-funct ion, we should avoid state 
vectors w i th a high dimension which requires a large number of samples 
for t ra in ing and lowers the efficiency of training. 
In this thesis, we propose an RL system, called R L P M , which is able to 
handle a lot of assets while its state vector is of a small dimension. Instead 
of handl ing all N assets togctl icr in a state voctor by Neuneier's approach 
in [28], our R L P M splits the ])roblom into — p a i r s of assets. For cacli 
pair of assets, the R L P M observes their cross-correlation w i th a t ime 
lag and their relative weight, and then decides the amount to transfer 
between them. We demonstrate an empirical study on the R L P M using 
five datasets from the market around the world. The datasets contain 
different number of assets and represent different situations in the market,. 
The experimental results show that the R L P M outperforms the market, 
port fo l io, the best asset and some t radi t ional algorithms cm port fol io 
management significantly. 
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the 
R L and discuss l i teratures on applying the 】IL to port fo l io management. 
I n Chapter 3, we discuss some tradi t ional algorithms using mathemat i -
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cal models for port fol io management. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate a 
simple implementat ion which uses R L to help port fol io management in a 
support ing rok\ In Chapter 5, wo discuss the details of our R.LPM and 
demonstrate some empirical results. Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude 
w i t h a few future directions. 
Chapter 2 
Reinforcement Learning (RL) 
Reinforcement Learning (R.L) is a sub-area, in machine learning solving 
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [14][36]. A M D P models decision 
making tasks in situations where the outcome has two components, a 
randomness and an impact from the decision made. The MDP, as a con-
t ro l process, can be characterized by a set of states. There are several 
actions in each state. In each time step, the agent, or the decision maker, 
observes the state of the environment and has to pick one from the avail-
able actions. The chosen action gives the agent a reward r. The Markov 
property in M D P ensures that the transition probabil i ty from a state .s 
to a state s' depends only on the current state s and the action a, and is 
independent of its previous states. The goal of an agent is to determine 
a policy such that his expected discounted reward is maximized in all 
states. 
7 
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2.1 Object ive of RL 
A policy 丌 is defined as a mapping from the state space to t.he action 
space. In oth(、i. words, a policy determines an action a given a state 
s. The objective of RL algorithms is to learn the best policy which 
maximizes the value function ^ ( s ) for all states. The value function 
V ^ s ) measures the expccted discounted reward of a state s, given all 
the fol lowing actions follow the policy�丌，and is defined as 
OO 
k 二Q 
wi th the discount factor 7 G (0’ 1]. The opt imal value funct ion satis-
fies the Bellman opt imal i ty equation, 
V%s) 二 m?ixVn(s) 
for al l s. Similarly, a Q-funct ion a) measures the expected dis-
counted reward of tak ing an action a in a st,atc s, given all the fol lowing 
actions follow the policy�丌，and is defined as 
oc 
Qn{s,a) = lkrt.+k+\\si. = s,af� 二 a } . 
The opt imal Q-funct ion is 
Q*{s, a) = max Qn(s) a) 
for all s and a. We can further relate the opt imal Q-funct ion Q*(s, a) 
and the opt imal value function V*{s) by 
Q*{s,a) = E{rU\ + j V * { s U ] ) \ s i = s,at = a}. 
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The value of 7 determines how many future episodes an agent consider 
impor tant . W i t h 7 = 0.8, i t takes 31 episodes to have the weight on a 
future reward t,o be less than 0.001 (0.831� 二 0.00099). W i t h 7 二 0.9, it 
takes 66 episodes (0.9G() = 0.00096). Unless tl ie value of 7 is set to 1, the 
agent considers a sooner positive reward bettor than a later one. 
2.2 Algori thms in RL 
There are throe elementary solution methods [36], dynamic program-
ming, Monte Carlo methods and temporal-difference learning. We dis-
cuss them in the following and give reasons to pick one of them for our 
implementat ion. 
2.2.1 Dynamic Programming 
Dynamic Programming (DP) requires a ])crfoct model of the environment, 
so tha t i t has the informat ion of the transit ion probabil i t ies 
P(sS> = Pr{st+] = s'ls/� 二 s,at, = a} 
for all combinations of states s, s' and action a. Another informat ion 
necessary for DP is the expected value of immediate rewards 
R°ss> = E{rt+i\at, = a, st = .vs,/+i = 
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for all s, s' and a. Since the transit ion probabi l i ty is known, the Bel lman 
opt imal i ty equations for the value function and the Q-funct ion becomo 
V*(s) = maxE{n+] ~\-jV*(st+l)\st = s,at = a} 
= m a x E ^ 1 ¾ + 7 ^ ( ^ ) ] . 
S f 
and 
= E { r u ] + 7 max Q*(.s/H i. a)!^/. = s,at = a} 
a' 
s'  0 
We can chango the opt imal i ty equations to update rules for the value 
funct ion and the Q-funct ion 
<~ max E C ' K , + 7 W ) ] 
•S' 
and 
0 (5 , a) — E d + 7 maxQ( S ' , a')]. 
a 
This is so-callocl value i teration. Through a number of i terations, the 
estimated value function V{s) and the estimated Q-funct ion Q(s, a) con-
verges to the opt imal value function V^.s) and the opt imal Q-funct ion 
Q*(s, a) resp(x-tively. Note that, t,he estimates of the value funct ion and 
the Q-funct ion are updated based on the estimates of the functions in 
previous states. The property that an estimate is updated based on other 
previous estimates is called bootstrapping. Bootstrapping is impor tant 
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in developing another R L algorithm, Temporal Difference learning, which 
is discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
We observe t,hat a major disadvantage of DP is its requirement on 
a perfect model of the environment. To apply DP to problems in the 
real world, we need to estimate the value function and the Q-funct ion 
in a simulated environment before making decisions in the real world. 
In the financial market, wc have no prior knowledge on the transit ion 
probabi l i ty and the expccled reward for an investment. A simulated 
environment similar to the real market can be created using different, 
models on the stock price. However, the following methods can be applied 
on real-life data and are preferred. 
2.2.2 Monte Carlo Methods 
Monte Carlo methods (MC) , unlike DP, do not require the exact model 
of the environment. M C updates the estimate of the functions once an 
episode. A n episode is a series of traversal of states. For instance, playing 
a chess game from the start to the end is an episode. When an episode 
ends, M C t-ravorses backward in the series of states and obtain a sample 
of the value function and the Q-funct ion. Different episodes give different 
values of sample, since both the st.ate transit ion and the reward are par t ly 
random. M C requires a number of episodes for a significant number 
of samples for est imat ing t,he value functiori and tho Q-funcUon. The 
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est imat ion of t he functions is the mean of t-ho samples. Both simulated 
and real-life experience can be used in MC. In a simulated world, we 
generate a number of episodes using the transit ion probabi l i ty. In a real 
world, we play a lot of episodes. 
Suppose we deal w i th a card game in a casino using R,L by MC. When 
wc are estirnal ing the value function and Q-funct ion under a policy� 丌, 
we play a number of games under the policy, A game consists of some 
turns between us and the casino. An episode ends w i th a terminal state, 
whether we win or lose. Then we trace back the sequence of states and 
have a sample of the value function and the Q-f imct ion. Af ter a number 
of episodes, M C estimates tl ie value function and Q-funct ion by tak ing 
the average of the samples. 
We observe that an advantage of Monte Carlo methods is that we can 
interact w i th tho environment directly w i thout a perfect model which tho 
financial market cannot offer us. However, M C requires a large number 
of samples for evaluating a policy. I f we have many policies to evaluate, 
M C requires a even larger number of episodes to go through. Therefore, 
M C is not suitable for our iniplementation. 
2.2.3 Temporal-Difference Learning and Q-Learning 
Temporal-Difference learning ( T D ) is a combinat ion of DP and MC. Sim-
ilar to M C , T I ) do not require an exact model for the environment. T D 
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goes through a number of episodes. In each episode, similar to DP, T D 
updates its estimate on the value function and the Q-funct ion based on 
the other previous estimat.os. The introduct ion of bootstrapping effec-
t ively reducx\s the number of episodes required for convergence. The 
simplest T D method, T D ( 0 ) , updates an estimate on V(st) by 
V(st) — V(s,) + a [ r , + 1 + 7 V ( s , f l ) — V(st)\. 
We can observe the property of bootstrapping becausc the estimate of 
V(st) is based on a previous estimate on V(si+\). 
Q-Learning is a T D algor i thm on RL [38][39]. I t updates the estimate 
of the Q-funct ion by 
0(5/. ,a/)�一 Q(s/,a/.) + a[r,.+ ] + 7maxQ(s / .+ i ,a ) — Q{st,at)}. 
Q-Learning is often used in l iteratures on trading assets because i t di-
rect ly estimates the expected discounted return of an action in each state. 
We choose Q-Learning in our implementat ion as well. 
2.3 Example: Maze 
Let us i l lustrat e the idea of RL by an example of maze. Consider a maze 
w i t h some grids, a start and a goal. The objective is to determine the 
direct ion to the goal from any given grid. We could apply RL in "the 
fol lowing settings. 
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• Environment: the maze 
參 State', the location of current grid 
• Action: north, east, south or west 
• Immediate Reward: 0 for all states and actions 
• Initial Value Function: 100 for the goal and 0 elsewhere 
• Discount Factor a\ 0.9 
As the agent tries difFcront actions in (lifFerent grids and updates the 
Q-funct ion and value function by value i terat ion, the value function (){• 
the states would incroase from zero to a positive value. Those, grids closor 
to the goal would have their corresponding value function greater than 
that of those grids further from the goal. The best action would be to 
move to the adjacent gr id w i th the highest value funct ion and i t would 
lead the way to the goal. 
2.4 Artificial Neural Network to Approximate Q-
Fiinction 
As the dimension of the state vcctor increases, the number of samples 
necessary for loarning increases exponentially. Consider a look-up table 
to store the corresponding Q-funct ion using the states and actions as 
the index. When the dimension of the states increases, the number of 
entries in the t able increases and we need more samples for est imating 
the Q-funct ion for the extra entries. A similar s i tuat ion happens when 
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the dimension of the actions is large. Therefore, a standard look-up tabic 
is not desirable to handle states and actions w i th a high dimension. 
In addi t ion to the issue on the high dimension of states and actions, a 
look-up tablo can only handle discrete index. In some situations, the state 
vector or the actions contain real-value numbers. The real-value numbers 
can be discretized to fit into a look-up tablo, but the discretization of 
real components of states or actions often degrades the performance of 
R L as we do not have a good ini t ia l knowl(、dge for discretizing the real 
components well. 
A solution to the above two problems is to approximate the Q-funct ion 
by Ar t i f i c ia l Neural Network (ANN) . An A N N is an interconnected group 
of nodes. There are three kinds of layers, namely input layers, hidden 
layers and output layers. A n A N N is trailicxl using pairs of input and 
output . The connections between nodes are updated by some rules. A n 
A N N can be interpreted as a non-linear mapping between the input and 
the output . 
A n A N N can be used to approximate the Q-funct ion when i t is given 
examples of input and output . The input, includes the state and the 
action, whi le the output is the associated value of Q-funct ion. The A N N 
is supposed t o figure out an expression of Q-funct ion as a function of the 
state and the action, even some component,s of state are real-valued or 
the dimension of states is high. In the l i teratures discussed in the next：�
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two sections, the state vectors are w i th high dimension and researchers 
used A N N for function approximation. Note that even an A N N is capable 
to handle a high dimension of input , i t st i l l needs a number of samples 
for t ra in ing th() non-linear mapping. 
2.5 Li tera tures on Trading a Single Asset by RL 
Neuneier presented the very first framework which applies R L on asset 
al location [27]. He considered t rading a foreign currency using RL. On 
each day, the t rading system observes the exchange rate. Then he de-
cides whether to buy or to sell the foreign currency in the ful l amount. 
In RL , the state vector contains the current exchange rate, his wealth 
and a binary current position on the foreign or local currency. The im-
mediate reward is defined as the daily rate of return of the investment,. 
The system liavo no risk aversion, meaning that the criteria, of an action 
is to maximize the expectod discounter absolute return. This l i terat im、 
shows the appl icat ion of R L to the asset t rading and motivates other re-
searchers for further investigation. The experimental result is promising 
even though the components of the input vector are simple. This encour-
ages researchers to consider different ways to develop their own system 
based on Nenneier's framework, for example the effect of different cr i ter ia 
of picking actions and the offcct of different choices of states. 
Risk aversion is another cri terion of picking actions rather than max-
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imiz ing the absolute return. Gao and Chan suggested a hybr id of Q-
learning and Sliarpe Ratio maximizat ion [11]. The system has two mod-
ules. A modiU(、is responsible for generating trading signals maximiz ing 
the absolute returns using the framework in [27]. Another module aims 
at maximiz ing Sharpe Ratio, which is a, risk-adjusted return. On top of 
the two modules, the hybr id system balances their t rad ing suggestions. 
In other words, the system considers both criteria. 
Besides the int roduct ion of risk aversion in a hybr id system, some 
researchers work on introducing risk aversion direct ly into R L [24]. Re-
cently, L i arid Chan proposed Reward Adjustment Reinforcement Learn-
ing which considers a risk-adjusted return in the immediate reward of 
RL. Returns are penalized by its risk which is the standard deviation 
modeled in G A R C H . The degree of risk aversion is an impor tant param-
eter. We observe that the average prof i t decreases when the degree of 
risk aversion increases but the relationship between them is not linear. 
In Markowi tz model concerning expected return and risk of investments, 
Sharpe Rat io measures the risk-adjusted return and can be used to se-
lect an opt imal port fol io from a set of portfolios w i th different, expccted 
returns and different risks. However in this l i terature, we do not find a. 
suggestion on how to select an opt imal degree of risk aversion. 
Lee and O applied Q-Learning to different cooperative agents to de-
cide whether to buy or sell a part icular stock [18]. This l i terature focuses 
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on the design of the state vector. The state vector includes the displace-
ment of the day of turn ing points and the displacement of the price of 
tu rn ing points from the reference day. I t also includes several technical 
indicators. Altogether the state vector consists of 353 binary bits. Since 
the dimension of the state vector is so large, we cannot tel l whether the 
promising experimental results come from the informat ion about histor-
ical tu rn ing points or tho information from technical indicators, or both. 
〇 et al. used R L to incorporate some local traders equipped w i th 
pattern-based predictors [31]. Each local trader gives an integer repre-
senting the degree of recommendation and is responsible to determine 
whether to buy or to sell. The state vcctor of R L consists of a set of de-
gree of recommendation from several local traders and the rat io of capital 
allocated on the asset. Wc interpret this system as a higher layer on top of 
several experts balancing different suggestions from thorn. Experiments 
suggest tha t a RL system dis t r ibut ing capital among the predictors per-
forms better than a fixed policy on the predictors. 
We observe from the above literatures some examples of application 
of R L to tho financial market. The design of the state vector is impor-
tant . The state vector should be a summary of historical dat a, such as 
the patterns ol. historical asset priccs or some functions of priccs. Al-
though A N N can be applied t.o approximate^ the Q-funct ion w i th a higli 
dimension of the state vector, wo should keep the state vector simple and 
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in tu i t ive. In o\ir design in Chapter 5, our stale vector is very simple and 
has stat ist ical meanings. There is also hidden knowledge for our system 
to get benefits. 
2.6 Li tera tures on Portfolio Management by RL 
Neuneier extended his approach in [27] to consider construct ing portfolios 
of many assets everyday [28]. He suggested the state vector consisting 
of market dat.a (e.g. interest, rates and stock indices) and the details of 
the current portfol io. The opt imal action is to move to a port fol io w i th 
the highest value of the Q-funct ion approximated by an A N N . His main 
contr ibut ion is to use a single A N N for approximat ing the Q-funct ion 
for all actions, instead of difForont ANNs for different actions. Through 
this approach, all samples for updat ing arc passed to an A N N . Thus the 
number of days in the t ra in ing period is smaller. 
We find few literatures on the application of RL to port fol io manage-
ment. Most researchers focus on t rading a single asset by RL and focus 
on the design of the state vector. Under the Neuneier's framework in [28], 
a R L system on a A^-asset port fol io has a state vector w i t h dimension 
at least N t imes the dimension of the state vector describing a single 
asset. This number is too large for a proper implementat ion, even w i th 
an A N N . Th is suggests that Neuneier's approach works on simple state 
designs. 
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2.7 S u m m a r y 
R L is good at making decisions. Particularly, Q-learning can be used for 
problems wit hovit pr ior knowledge on the exact model, and thus is often 
applied in l i teratures to the determination of buy-sol 1 signals on a single 
asset, such as currencies or stocks. The simplest presentation of states 
on the market, is the asset pi'ico itself [27], while other rescarchcrs tr ied 
a summary of asset prices as states. Examples include the history of 
tu rn ing points of asset pricos and suggestions from pattern-based predic-
tors. A complicated choice of states and a large continuous set of actions 
cause problems in handl ing the Q-function. They can be solved by dis-
cret izat ion of actions and approximation of Q- functions by A N N . Many 
l i teratures work on t rading a single asset, but very few work on port fol io 
management. A complicated state vector characterizing a single asset 
works well on a single-asset 11L system, but the state vector grows large 
when the same idea of the state is extended to a. multiple-asset R L sys-
tem. The high dimensionality of the state vector causes serious problems 
in the implementat ion of a mult iple- asset RL system. Our conclusion is 
to keep the state vector simple and short so that an A N N handles the 
approximat ion well. 
Chapter 3 
Portfolio Management (PM) 
Consider there are N assets available in the market. Let Si (i) be th(、 
dai ly closing price of the i l h asset on the t l h day, where i G {1,."，_/V}. 
For simpl ic i ty, we define xt,(i) 二 to bo the relative price of the iLh 
asset on the I th day. In other words, an ini t ia l investment of 1 on the iLh 
asset at t ime (/ - 1 ) becomes xi(i) at t ime L 
We use a set of weights b/ = {6/.(1),..., bt(N)} to describe a port fol io 
at t ime t whoro bt(i) is the proport ion of total capital allocated on the i l h 
asset and bt{i) = 1 for all t ime t. We assume to have no short-selling 
in the thesis, hocause short-selling often brings risky investments. Tho 
proh ib i t ion of short-sell ing introduces a constraint 0 < bf (i) < 1. P M 
deals w i t h t,li(、determination of the desired port fol io at each t ime step. In 
this thesis, all discussed algorithms, including our proposal, determines 
6/,+i (z) for all assets using only informat ion available at or before t ime L 
For a port fo l io { 6 / + 1 ( 1 ) ,…，b i + \ ( N ) } constructed at t ime t } we wi l l 
2 1 
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recognize tho prof i t at t ime (t + 1) based on the weights and the rel-
ative prices. If the investment at t ime t is 1, this amount wi l l bo 
d + i ( i ) at t ime (t + 1). Assuming the in i t ia l investment on 
the first day is 1, then the tota l capital at Ume t before rebalancing the 
port fo l io for l ime (t + 1) is 
I. N 
c T a l = n z w ( .加 
//=2 i=l 
I n the following, we introduce several mathematical algorithms on 
PM. We further discuss their importance on this thesis in lator chapters. 
3.1 Buy-and-Hold Strategy 
The simplest strategy is a. buy-and-hold strat.ogy, denoted by B A H b . This 
strategy sets the port fol io on the first day k) be b and takes no actions 
on the port fol io afterwards. A part icular case of BAHb is an uni form 
buy-and-hokl strategy, denoted by U- B A H , where b = { 1 / N , . . . , 1/A^}. 
In other words, the performance of a port fol io under U - B A H is just 
an average of the performance of individual assets in the port fo l io w i th 
equal weights. In the following discussion, U - B A H is used to represent 
the market port fo l io and as the benchmark for comparison w i th other-
strategies. A strategy is said to beat the market if i t outperforms U-
B A H . Note the market portfol io always pcrfornis worse than the best, 
asset does. 
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3.2 Mean-Variance Analysis 
Markowi tz introduced two statistics to quanti fy an investment. [23]. Tli(、 
mean of returns explains t l io cxpectcd reward while the variance of re-
turns, or the st andard deviation of returns, explains the risk involved in 
an investment. Under these two measures, an investment is better than 
another if its expected reward is higher and its risk is lower. We can 
show different indiv idual investments on a 21) graph. A l l portfol ios on 
the investments form a region in the graph. Some portfol ios arc more 
desirable than others bccause of their higher (Expected reward and lower 
risk. These portfol ios are located on a cm.v() called the efficient frontier. 
Figure 3.1 shows an example. 
Among the portfol ios on the efficient frontier, if a risk-free asset is 
introduced, there is a best portfol io without, any risk-free assets. Tho 
measure used for comparison is a risk-adjusted return called Sharpe R.a-
t io. The formulat ion of Sharpe Ratio is 
crp 
where f ip and a p is the expected return and standard deviat ion of a 
port fo l io, and f i j \s the return of the risk-free asset. 
Portfol ios on the efficient frontier are often well diversified. The less-
than-one correlations among assets can lowor, the variance of a portfol io. 
Thus a diversified port fo l io is oxpcctod to bo less risky. However, the 
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Figure 3.1: Mean and S.D. of Daily Returns of 18 Assets and Efficient Frontier 
mean, variance and correlation coefficients are an estimated measure. 
A l i t t le error in one of the variables brings a different portfol io, so the 
accuracy of the estimation is very important. 
3.3 Cons tan t Rebalancing Algor i thm 
Constant Rebalancing algorithm, denoted by CBALb, specifies a port-
folio b on the first day. The weights in the portfol io changes at each 
t ime step because of different relative prices for different assets. C B A L b 
rebalances the portfol io back to b at each t ime step. 
The magic of this strategy can be i l lustrated by the classic example 
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f rom Cover and Gluss [6]. Suppose there are only two choices in the 
market, cash and a stock. The price of the cash is always 1 for all 
t ime while the relative price of the stock follows a sequence (去，2, 2, 
. . . ) . I n each two-day cycle, cash's value does not change but the stock's 
value is reduced to its half and goes back to the original. Consider 
C B A L b w i th b = {50%, 50%}. On odd days, the value of the portfol io 
is 50% • 1 + 50% • ^ = I of its previous value). On even days, the value of 
the port fo l io is 50% . 1 + 50% • 2 — | of its previous value. Therefore, the 
value of tho port fol io on t,h() /;"' day would bo f .輪二舊 times it.s value on 
the (t — 2) lh day. The amazing result is that wc can earn profits in this 
market where the stock pricc is always f luctuat ing around a fixed level. 
C B A L b works well in a market w i th f luctuat ing asset prices. However, 
there is no way to pre-determine a good choice of b in practice. The 
algor i thms described in the following t ry to solve this problem. 
3.4 Universal Portfolio Algori thm 
To solve the problem of di f f icul ty in determining b in CBALb , Cover 
proposed the Universal Portfol io algor i thm, which builds a port fol io ev-
eryday by considering all ])ossiblc values of b and adaptivnly increasing 
the weights on successful CBALb，s [5]. We denote this a lgor i thm by 
U N I V E R S A L . A t each t ime t, the determinat ion of the next port fol io 
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b m is 
二 / • ( ^ (CBALb ' ) djxjW) 
where /i(b7) is a d ist r ibut ion over portfol io b' and Ct{A) is the total 
capital at t ime t, fol lowing the algori thm A . Thus, the weight of a certain 
port fo l io for t l ie t ime (t 4- 1) is proport ional to its performance on and 
before the t ime t. U N I V E R S A L can be interpreted as tak ing a weighted 
average on all possible b " s w i th their performance as the weight. 
In practice, we estimate the value of the integration by considering a 
large set of b' . We randomly pick a large sot of b ' and evaluate their 
performance at, each t ime step. Then the portfol io for the next tim(、 
step is the weighted average of the set of b ' w i th their current amount 
of capital as tho weight. Other than taking samples under an uniform 
d is t r ibut ion, Kala i and Vempala suggested a method of picking the largo 
set which brings a more accurate estimation on the integart ion [15]. 
3.5 A N T I C O R Algori thm 
C B A L b can be interpreted as redistr ibut ing capital from more profitable 
assets to less profi table assets. The logic is that prices are f luctuat ing 
and assets recontly w i th loss returns are worthwhi le to invest. Based 
on the above interpretat ion, Borodin el al. proposed ANTIC〇RW , which 
computes the port fol io for the t ime (t 4- 1) by using several statistics 
including mean and cross-correlation coefficient [3]. 
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The basic assumption under ANTICOR, „ is t.hat there exists a long-
term growth ral,e for all assets and there are small f luctuations around 
the long-term growth rate in short run. Therefore, occasional larger 
returns w i l l probably be followed by smaller returns, and vice versa. 
This a lgor i thm breaks down the determination of b/,+i into deciding the 
amount of capital to transfer between each pair of assets. 
Before further discussion, let us briefly describe the algori thm. Con-
sider at t ime t two t ime windows [t — 2w + 1 , / , - w] and [/; — w + I J] 
wi th window size w. Define LXi(? ') to be the set of log-relative prices 
of the i th asset in the former t ime window and LX2( ' i ) to be the set of 
log-relative prices of the i t h asset in the latter t ime window, 
LX^? . ) = {log[a:/_2»M-i(0]5 1 ^ ^ / - - ^ ( 0 ] } 
and 
L X 2 ⑴={ log[ . r / . - „ t . M (z ) ] , . . . , log | .T / ( / ) ] } . 
When considering the capital flow between a pair of assets, say the 
i t h and j th asset, there are several cr i t ical statistics on their L X t arid 
L X 2 for the decision rule. Define fi2 as the mean of L X 2 and A4(2, j ) as 
the correlation coefficient between L X ] (7) and L X ' J j ) . M [ i , j ) is also 
named as tho cross-correlation between tho iLh asset and the j th asset.. 
Note that generally M { i , j ) and M(j, i) are different. 
A N T I C O R " , calculatcs a port fol io for t,ho next day based on the pro-
cedures in A lgo r i t hm 1. Capi ta l is allowed l-o transfer f rom tho i l h asset 
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to the j th asset when ^ ( z ) is greater than /./,2(,7) and M(z, j ) is positive. 
The first condi t ion comes from the assumption of A N T I C O R ^ . The sec-
ond condi t ion predicts the j th asset to have a nice return in the future 
under the nice return of the ？ a s s e t in the current t ime window and a 
posit ive M(?:, j ) . The amount of capital to l.ransfer from the ？ a s s e t t,o 
the j lh asset is determined by three factors. Suppose that recently the iUl 
asset perforniod well and the opposite happtnied on the j th asset. Both a 
posit ive M ( i , j ) and a negative M ( j , j ) predict the j ,h asset to perform 
well in the coming future. A negative M(/ ' , i) predicts the iu' asset t.o 
perform worse in the coming future. Therefore the magnitude of M(z , j ) . 
M(z, i) and M(j, j ) affect the amount for capital transfer. 
Algor i thm 1 ANTICOR,,, 
for all i and j such that 0 < i、j < N do 
if /j,2(?') > / / . 2 ( j ) and M(?', j ) > 0 then 
claim(isj) M{i,j) -f max丨-M(M)’0] + max | -M( j , j) , 0] 
else 
claim.{i, j) 0 
end if 
end for 
for all j sucli t hat, 0 < j < N do 
end for 
The only parameter in ANTICOR,, , is w, the size of t ime window for 
calculat ing the statistics. The results from different values of w differ a 
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lot. The authors suggested a U - B A H strategy on a set of ANTICOR u . , 
w G [2,14/], denoted by U-BAH U / (ANTIC〇R," ) or A N T I 1 . They further-
suggested a more aggressive algori thm A N T I 2 , which performs A N T I 1 on 
a set of A N T I C O R u / s . Whi le A N T I 1 can bo interpreted as constructing 
portfol ios on assets, A N T I 2 can be interpreted as constructing portfolios 
on portfol ios. 
The dramat ic empir ical results by ANT ICOR n . suggest that the cross-
correlation helps determining the capital transferred from a part icular 
stock to another. Another advantage is thai. ANT ICOR n , breaks down 
the port fo l io construct ion into the capital transfer between each pair 
of assets. However, the disadvantage is that the decision rulos are too 
r ig id and lack f lexibi l i ty. In situations where the assumption behind 
ANTICOR, , . does not hold, the performance} of ANTICOR⑴ is not good. 
For instance, profits are sometimes available when the cross-correlation 
is negative. 
Chapter 4 
P M on RL Traders 
The dimension of the state vector is often a problem in using Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) on portfolio construction. Neuneier's approach used 
a single RL Cor constructing portfolios of multiple assets [27]. The st;at,(、 
vector contains the weights of difFcront assets in the portfolio and in-
formation oil different assets like their cunxMit pricos. rFhus the rmmbor 
of elements in the state vector is in 0{N), where N is the number of 
assets in the portfolio. In his experiments, the state vector contains N 
real numbers Cor the weights of assets in the current portfol io and N 
real numbers for the current asset prices. The author used an Art i f ic ial 
Neural Network (ANN) to approximate the Q- function for all actions so 
that the number of samples is larger than sotting individual ANNs for 
different actions. When the number of assets in the portfol io increases 
and the complexity of information on individual assets increases, we can 
imagine the number of components in the st ate vector increases sharply. 
3 0 
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Figure 4.1: PM on RL Traders 
The efficiency of the learning in RL is a serious problem to solve when 
the state vector is in a high dimension. 
In this chapter, we propose a framework different from the one from 
Neuneier. Figure 4.1 illustrates our framework. Given a number of as-
sets, we use an independent RL trader for each asset to determine its 
asset-or-cash binary position. Each RL trader acts like an expert on 
a particular asset and trades (holds the asset or holds the cash) in its 
full amount of assigned capital. Then we use some traditional portfolio 
management (PM) algorithms to construct a portfolio on the RL traders 
by the information on their performance. The portfolio describes the 
amount of capital assigned to each RL trader. The whole idea is like a 
fund manager using some PM algorithms to decide the different amount 
of his capital assigned to different independent traders, while each trader 
uses RL to suggest an asset-or-cash binary position on a particular asset. 
Under our framework, each RL trader deals with a single asset and 
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the state vector for an asset is in a smaller dimension than that for 
mul t ip le assets. Thus, i t is efficient for an RL trader to learn a good 
t rading pol icy on its underlying asset. Whi le each RL trader tries to 
learn a pol icy to maximize) its profit from its associated asset, the fund 
manager is able to have dilTcreiU criteria, in t he portfol io construction. A 
risk-averse fund manager can choose the mean-variance analysis in the 
Markowi tz model (discussed in Section 3.2) and consider risk-adjusted 
returns. For example, the fund manager chooscs to maximize t,he Sharp(、 
rat io of the port fol io on RL traders. An absolute- profit-oriented fund 
manager can choose the A N T I C O R (discussed in Section 3.5) algor i thm 
so as to exploi t short- term fluctuations of the different performance of 
R L traders. 
4.1 Implementa t ion of Single-Asset RL Traders 
4.1.1 State Formation 
To implement a, system undor our framework, we need to specify the 
state vector, action and immediate reward in the R,L. Tho state vector 
of an R L trader includes the binary signals from technical indicators and 
the current binary asset-or-cash position. 
Technical indicators are widely used by financial practit ioners. They 
are a summary on the historical prices of an asset and are available in the 
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market. The relationship between technical indicators and future prices 
is not clear. A l though there are no theoretical proofs on the predictive 
power of technical indicators, the indicators affect the market because 
of many technical-iridicator-bascd investments in the market. Thus, the 
feedback eff(、d of technical indicators provides some insights. In par-
t icular , we choose the M A C D and the RSI which are two of the most, 
commonly used technical indicators in the market. 
M A C D a n d R S I 
Moving Avcragn Convergence / Divcrgonco ( M A C D ) , developed by G. 
Appel , uses moving averages to charact()ri'/() the t.rond of asset pricos 
[1]. There ar(、two lines governing tho t rading decision. The MACL) 
line is the difference between two moving averages w i th difTorcnt periods. 
The tr igger line is an exponential moving average of the M A C D line. 
Interact ions between the M A C D line and the trigger line generate t rading 
signals. 
The common practice in the financial market is to use 12-day and 26-
day exponential moving averages for the calculation of the M A C D line 
and a 9- day exponential moving average for the calculation of t he trigger 
line. The calculat ion of the M A C D line and the trigger line at t ime t is 
E M A i 2 < ( 1 — cv12) . E M A i2 f a' i2. S{t) 
E M A 2 6 < ( 1 - ^26) . EMA 2 ( i + cv2G. S{t) 
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Figure 4.2: Asset Price, MACD Line, Trigger Line and Signals by MACD in 250 Days 
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M A C D < ^ EMA 1 2 - EMA 2 ( i 
Trigger <——(1 — cvg) . Trigger + cvq • M A C D , 
where an : - 丄 and S(t) is the asset price at t ime t. For the purpose of 
demonstrat ion, we use a simple rule for generating trading signals. Our 
M A C D generates a buy signal if the M A C D line goes above the trigger 
line and a sell signal otherwise. Figure 4.2 shows an example of t rading 
signals from a. scries of asset prices. 
Relative Strength Index (RSI), developed by J. Wi lder , is a popular 
momentum oscillator [40]. The RSI coinparos an asset's rccent gains to 
its recent losses and outputs a number w i th the range w i th in 0 and 100. 
There is a parameter in tho RSI, the size of the t ime window. 
The RSI uses the magnitude of gains and losses, which are defined as 
follows, at t ime t, 
Gain < n m x ( < S ⑴ — — 1), 0) 
Loss < — — \ \ V c \ x ( S ( L — 1) - 5(/,),0), 
where S(t) is t he asset price at t ime t. The、, average gain and loss is an 
exponential moving average of gains and losses, 
AvgGain <——(1 — a) ‘ AvgGain + a • Gain 
AvgLoss <——(1 — cv) • AvgLoss + a • Loss. 
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Figure 4.3: Asset Price, RSI and Signals by the RSI in 250 Days 
The relative strength (RS) and RSI are defined as 
R S ^ _ AvgGain 
AvgLoss 
RSI < 1 0 0 -
1 + RS 
A common choice in the stock market for the size of the time window is 
14 and the corresponding a is 
We use a common and simple rule on the level of the RSI for demon-
strating the power of RL. When the RSI moves upward while crossing 
the level 30, a buy signal is generated. When the RSI moves downward 
while crossing the level 70, a sell signal is generated. In situations other 
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than the a.l)ov(、two, the same signal as that, in the previous (lay is gen-
erated. Figure 4.3 shows an example of t rading signals from a series of 
asset prices. 
C u r r e n t P o s i t i o n 
Another component of the state vector is the current posit ion of tho 
R L trader on the asset or on the cash. W i thou t the current position 
in the state \'cctor, the trading problem b(、com()s a one-step prediction 
on moving to the asset or to the cash. For instance, a regression can 
be used to solve the problem wi th tho input, as signals from the M A C ! ) 
and the R.S1 and the output as an asset-oi-cash signal. Indeed, tho 
current posit ion is a cri t ical component in the state vector. I t is the only 
component in t l ie environ merit w i th which tl ic agent can interact. The 
interact ion makes R L different from a prediction method. 
In addi t ion, the existence of the transaction cost makes the current 
posit ion cr i t ical to decide an action. Consider two traders going to have 
a posit ion on the asset. One of them, trader A, is holding cash and the 
other one, trader B, is holding the asset. The transi t ion from the cash 
to the asset costs a l i t t le, usually below 0.50%. However, if the gain 
f rom the asset is lower than tho transaction cost required, trader A wi l l 
experience a loss even whcui the asset price goes up on the next clay. 
Thus, the current posit ion is a factor to be considered when deciding the 
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Current Position Action Inunediato Reward 
Asset Asset log(.T(+i(i)) 
Asset Cash log( 1 -卜 r(,f"Uy) + log(l — A) 
Cash Asset log(:r…（/)) + log(l -入） 
Cash Ca.sh log( L + i f i l y ) 
Table 4.1: Iinmediate Reward in an RL Trader 
next move. 
I .L 
4.1.2 Actions and Immediate Reward 
The two actions of the RL trader are to determine its posit ion on the next 
day, whether all capital on the asset or all capital on the cash. Each pair 
of the current, posit ion and tho chosen action gives us different immediate 
rewards which are defined in Table 4.1 , where :c/,+ i ( i) is the relative pria、 
of the i t h assot at t ime (t -f 1), A is the linear rate of transaction cost and 
r ( j n l y is the daily risk-free rate. 
4.1.3 Update 
We use the Q-Learning algor i thm for implementation. The update rule 
is defined as 
Q(.s, a) <——(1 - a)Q(s,a) + a{r -f 7 m a x ¢ ( ^ , a/) } , 
a' 
where Q is tho Q-funct ion, s is the current state, s' is the next state 
and r is the immediate reward. Everyday the RL traders observe the 
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Figure 4.4: Single-Asset RL Trader 
signals from the MACD and the RSI for the state of their corresponding 
asset. Then they evaluate all pairs of states (position on the asset and 
the position on the cash) and actions for the previous day and update 
the associated Q-function. As there are only 8 states and 2 actions, a 
look-up table is enough to handle the Q-function. After the updating, 
the RL traders choose an action based on their current position and the 
corresponding state vector to have a maximum value of the Q-function. 
In order to have enough samples for estimating the Q-function, all RL 
traders share the same Q-function. The procedure for updating and 
action selection at time t is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
Figure 4.4 shows the flow of a single-asset RL trader. Everyday the 
MACD and the RSI reports a binary asset-or-cash signal from a series of 
historical prices of an asset following a set of rules. The binary signals 
from the MACD and the RSI combining with the current binary position 
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A l g o r i t h m 2 Updating ancl Action Selection of N HL Traders at, time t 
for all ?： € [ 1 ^ 1 ^ o 
for all p e {ASSET. CASH} do 
s <~{signal^1 ,A C D(z)< signal^?1 (?：), p} 
for all f, e {ASSET, CASH} do 
s' < ~ { s i g n a l ^ / I A C D ( 0 , signal]lSI(?：), a} 
Q{s,a) <-- (1 - cy)Q{s,a) a{r{s,a) i-jV(s')} 
end for 
end for 
e n d for 
for all i e [1，列 do 
for all p e {ASSET, CASH} do 
s <~{signalJ^ACD⑴，p} 
V(s) <——ina.xa Q{s, a) 
end for 
e n d for 
for all ?； G [1, A'] do 
s < { s i g n a l ， 1 ACD⑴，_川.1)彻(/:), action,.,(v)} 
a.ction/ (/) <一- arg max,, Q(s, a) 
end for 
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of the R L trader on the asset or on the cash forms the state vector. In 
other words, the state vector has 3 binary components and tho RL has 8 
states. The act ions available are to allocate all capital of the R L trader1 
on the asset or on the cash. On each day the R.L trader evaluates the 
action in the previous day and updates the Q-function. Then i t chooses 
an action depending on the Q-funct ion w i th the current state vector. 
The amount of capital in an R L trader changes everyday. If i t chooses 
a posit ion on the asset, its relative capital at t ime (t + 1) is the same as 
the relative price of its underlying asset xt+1. I f i t chooses a posit ion on 
the cash, the capital w i l l increase by the amount of the interest received. 
The relative capital of N RL traders forms N new t ime series from their 
under ly ing ass(、t. Then t radi t ional PM algorit hms can be applied on the 
new t ime scries from difForont RL traders. 
4.2 Exper iments 
We use 7 stocks in the Hcng Seng Index in the Hong Kong stock market 
f rom 28 March, 2003 to 9 February, 2006 for demonstrat ing our idea. 
Al together there are 750 t rading days. The first 500 days are used to 
t ra in the Q-funct ion and tl ie last 250 days are used for testing. Dur ing 
the test ing period, all 7 stocks have their value increased, but they also 
show some downward movements for R L traders to change their posit ion 
into cash. 
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We need 7 RL traders for 7 stocks. We feed the data in the t ra in ing 
period to estimate the Q-funct ion. The episode in the t ra in ing is the 500 
t rad ing days. I l L traders ar'c trained using the episode again arid again 
unt i l their actions in the 500 days converge. 
In the test ing period, each I l L trader produces a new tim(、series of 
its relative capital from the relative priccs of its underlying stock. Wc 
apply two t rad i t ional P M algorithms on 7 R L traders to construct port-
folios. Here, wc choose mean-variance analysis in the Markowi tz model 
and A N T I C O R algor i thm to demonstrate different cr i ter ia in port fol io 
construct ion. Mean-variance analysis picks a portfol io w i th maximum 
Sliarpe rat io. A N T I C O R aims at gaining profits from short- term fluc-
tuat ions by transferr ing capital from recently well performing stocks to 
recently poor ly performing stocks. 
We have several parameters on the financial market, I l L traders, 
mean-variance analysis and the ANTICOR, algor i thm summarized in Ta-
ble 4.2. In the financial market, we assume a, 0.15% rate of transaction 
cost and a 4% annual risk-free rate. W i t h 252 t rading days in a year, tho 
equivalent dai ly risk-free rate is (1 + 4%) l /2 ; ) 2 0.02%. The RL traders 
have a 0.05 learning rate and a 0.90 discount factor. When we estimate 
the mean and the covariance matr ix of dai ly returns in the mean-variance 
analysis of the Markowi tz model, we use tho samples in the 20 most re-
cent days. On each day, we pick a port fol io on the efficient frontier w i th 
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Parameter Value 
Market Rate of transaction cost, A ().15% 
Number of trading days in a. year 252 
Annual risk-free rate 4% 
Equivalent, daily risk-free rate, rcja'ly ().02% 
RL tra.cku's Learning rate, a 0.05 
Discount factor, ‘) 0.90 
Markowitz model Window size 20 days 
ANTIC.OR. Maximuni window sizt^  30 clays 
Tabic 4.2: Parameters on market, RL traders, mefvn-variance analysis in Markowitz 
model and ANTICOR 
the maxirmun Sharpe Ratio wi thout short- soiling. In the A N T I C O R 
algor i thm, we use A N T I 1 and set the maximum window size W to be 30. 
Figure 4.5 describes the experimental results in the 250-day testing 
period. I t shows the capital of two strategics, a buy- and-hold strategy 
( B A H , discuss(、(l in Section 3.1) on a stock and an RL trader on a stock, 
assuming t,h() strategics start w i th Si. The l)l\ic solid line represents the 
performance of B A H and the green clash lino n^prcscnts an R.L trader. 
The figure also shows the corresponding binary stock-or-cash action of 
each R L trader, which is represented in the rod line. Three out of seven 
R L traders outper form their underlying stocks. Once the performance 
of an R L trader goes below that of its underlying stock, i t can only go 
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an R L trader copies the stock's movement, when i t chooses a position on 
the stock and increases its capital steadily and slowly when it chooses a 
posit ion on t h(、cash. Wo observe this from day 150 to day 200 in the 
4 th and 6 th st ock. Figure 4.6 shows the capital of RL traders on average, 
compared to the market portfol io (uniform buy-and-hold on seven stocks, 
U - B A H , discussed in Section 3.1). Under a, 0.15% transaction cost, the 
average performance of 7 RL traders is slightly better than the average 
performance of 7 stocks. 
Figure 4.6 shows the results of different strategies on seven stocks 
and on seven RL traders in the testing period. In the mean-variance 
analysis, we choose the port fol io w i th a maximum Sharpe reitio. In the 
implementat ion of the A N T I C O R algori thm, we choose the A N T I 1 which 
is discussed in Section 3.5. 
Considering the me an-variance analysis, we observe two sharp de-
creases in the perforrnance of the portfol io on stocks in the period [t ~ 
50, t = 60] and the period [t = 155, t�二 17()1. This is due to the fact 
tha t most stocks went down in those periods, as shown in Figure 4.5. On 
the other hand, the port fol io on RL traders handled those two situations 
well. The reason can be observed in Figure 4.5. R L traders held cash in 
most of the t ime in those two periods. Thus, the port fol io on R L traders 
allocated a large por t ion of its capital on the cash and did not suffer from 
a huge loss in the periods. For this reason, the port fol io on I l L traders 
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(a) 
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Figure 4.6: Capital of Different Strategies in 250-Day Testing Period - (a) U-BAH on 
7 Stocks and on 7 RL Traders; (b) Mean-Variance Analysis on 7 Stocks and on 7 RL 
Traders; (c) ANTI1 on 7 Stocks and on 7 RL Traders 
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beat the port fo l io on stocks. 
The s i tuat ion is different in the A N T I C O R algorithm. The portfol io 
on stocks outperforms the portfol io on RL traders in most of the t ime. 
The A N T I C O R algor i thm is aggressive, aims at small fluctuations of 
stocks prices and does not consider capital allocation on cash. The algo-
r i t h m suffers from a loss when most stocks go down at the same time. A 
good R,L trader removes some downward movements of tho stock prico 
and reduces t.ho probabi l i ty of gett ing a loss in the A N T I C O R algorithm. 
However, the real i ty is that, some of the seven R.L traders arx) not good 
enough. Some decisions wrongly remove the fluctuations by holding casli 
and these f luctuations are the source of profits in the ANTICOR, algo-
r i t hm. Therefore, the performance of A N T I 1 on R,L traders is worse than 
that on stocks directly. 
4.3 Discussion 
The design of a multiple-asset state vector containing the information 011 
N assets and the current, portfol io faces tho problem on the number of 
samples to estimate the Q-funct ion. Thus, w(、try to construct portfolios 
on N single-asset R L traders by some tradi t ional P M algorithms in order 
to have a small dimension in the single-assot st,at,e vector. Both the meaii-
variance analysis and tho ANTICOR, algorit hm has been applied to a sot 
of seven stoc.ks and to a sot of seven corresponding R L traders in our 
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experiments. Portfolios on R,L traders by the mean-variance analysis 
gain benefits from the cash position in two periods when most stocks go 
down. However, the cash position in RL traders removes the fiuctuations 
in the stock priccs which is necessary for the A N T I C O R algor i thm to have 
gains. Portfol ios on R.L traders by the A N T I C O R algor i thm perform 
worse than portfol ios on stocks by the A N T I C O R algori thm do. 
The empir ical results do not, show a sharp increase in terms of profits 
f rom the classical P M algorithms directly on stocks to the classical PM 
algor i thms on t he R L traders. The experimental results suggest that tho 
property of the P M algor i thm applied on R.L traders is an impor tant 
factor to the performance of the whole system. Whi le an R L trader aims 
at max imiz ing the long-term expected rewards, the A N T I C O R algori thm 
targets on the short- term small f luctuations on the prices. 
Chapter 5 
RL-Based Portfolio Management 
(RLPM) 
In the last chapter, we illustrate a portfolio management (PM) system 
which consist.s of a fund manager (some tradit ional PM algorithms) man-
aging several independent traders (single-asset RL traders). The extrac-
t ion of the woight determination out, of the RL system reduces a larger 
mult iple- asset state vector to a smaller single-asset state vc(.t,or.�？low-
ever, from tho experimental results, the A N T I C O R algorithm on the 
RL traders performs worse than the A N T I C O R algorithm on tho stocks. 
Whi le RL traders aims at learning a policy for long-term absolute profits, 
some tradit ional P M algorithms aim at difForcnt criteria, e.g. short-term 
absolute profits in the A N T I C O R algorithm and risk-ad justed profits in 
the mean-variance analysis. Because of tho difTerence in the criteria of 
the RL traders and the fund manager, the empirical results in Chapter 4 
49 
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do not show a sharp increase in profits from introducing the R L traders. 
In this chapter, we have a new design of an RL-based P M system which 
combines the port fol io construction w i th the RL algorithm. In our design, 
the R L a lgor i thm determines the port fol io for the next t ime step. Unlike 
the previous system (fund manager w i th irulopendent RL traders), our 
new system is an integrated system. There is only one objective, which is 
to maximize the absolute prof i t , throughout, t he system in this chapter. 
In addi t ion, the dimension of our proposed state vector is small and is 
less than O(N), where N is the number of assets considered. 
Our design is more efficient than Neuneier's approach which uses a 
single R L for construct ing portfolios on several assets [27]. The state 
vector is of a high dimension, because its content includes the weights of 
different assets in the current port fol io and other observable market data. 
The dimension is at least N、where N is the number of assets involved. 
The market data, on the N assets have at least the N current prices, and 
can contain more when considering some statistics, e.g. covariance matr ix 
w i t h� 州八;+1) (l if lcrent elements. The consequcncc of a high dimensional 
multiple-asset, st ate vector is a requirement on a large number of samples 
to estimate the Q- function. 
The strategics used in our design arc similar to those used in tho 
A N T I C O R algor i thm. The A N T I C O R algori thm, a t radi t ional P M algo-
r i t h m proposed by Borodin et a/.，uses the cross-correlation between each 
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pair of assets and their mean return in recent days to determine whether 
capital should be transferred between them and how much capital to 
transfer if the condit ion is satisfied [3]. Tl io procedure in A N T I C O R , 
discussed in Soction 3.5, is r igid for all situations. The cross-correlation 
w i t h a t ime lag and the mean daily return arc the measure on the envi-
ronment. The condit ion for capital transfer from asset A to asset B is 
based on their mean daily returns and their cross-correlation, while tho 
amount of capital transfor is doterminecl by a fixed function consisting 
of their auto-correlations and cross- correlation. 
Here we summarize our coinment. on bot l i Neuneier's approach and 
the A N T I C O R algori thm. Al though the RL algori thm involves learn-
ing on a policy for profits and makes adaptive decisions interactively to 
the environment, the frainowork by Neuneier involves a high-diinensional 
multiple-asset state vector. The resulting inefficiency in the learning pro-
cess makes the t rad ing system impractical in a long testing period w i th 
different situations in the financial market. On the other hand, although 
the A N T I C O R algor i thm breaks the N"-asset P M decision into several 
two-asset P M decisions and suggests the cross-correlation as a statistics 
for por t fo l io determinat ion, its decision rule is r igid and does not consider 
any interactions w i th the environment, e.g. the effect of the transaction 
cost. 
In this chapter, we propose an RL syst.ein named RL-Based Portfol io 
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Management (H.LPM) and wc discuss the details in the following sections. 
We learn from the Neuneier's approach and the A N T I C O R algorithm, 
and adopt their advantages into our design. Our proposed system uses 
the R L a lgor i thm to learn how to construct a portfol io for the next t ime 
step. Unl ike tho framework by Neuneier, we adopt the framework from 
the A N T I C O R algor i thm so that the RL algori thm considers each pair of 
assets and the corresponding two-asset stato vector has a smaller dimen-
sion than the A^-asset state vector. Our two-asset state vcctor includes 
the cross-correlation between a pair of assets which is a key component in 
the decision rules in the A N T I C O R algorithm. The R L algor i thm makes 
adaptive decisions on tho amount of capital t.ransfer so our R.LPM is able 
to interact w i t h the financial market. 
5.1 Overview 
We use a bo t tom-up approach to apply R L on portfol io construction. 
Consider there are N assets in the market. Instead of determining N 
weights for U](、next port fol io as an action in the RL, we use R L to 
determine t lu i extent of capital transfer between each pair of assets. 
We have two assumptions on the financial market. The first one fol-
lows Borodin ct al:s where all assets have the same level of expected 
re turn in the long run [3], Wc interpret it as a mean-reverting property 
of asset priccs. If asset A recently performs better than asset B, i t is very 
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Figure 5.1: Flow between Three Assets 
likely that asset A will have a smaller return than asset B in the near 
future. Therefore, we should transfer some capital from asset A to asset 
B. The consequence is that the flow of capital transfer is unidirectional, 
following the descending order in the recent mean return. As illustrated 
in Figure 5.1, asset A has the highest recent mean return and asset C 
has the lowest recent mean return. Therefore, some capital is transferred 
from asset A to asset B and C, but no capital is transferred out of asset 
C. Under the assumption, there are ^ ^ pairs of assets for the RL to 
process. Note that asset returns under the mean-reverting assumption 
will no longer be independently random. 
The second assumption is that if a trading rule works well between a 
pair of assets, the same trading rule works well between all other pairs 
of assets. Therefore, we use a single RL to process all N � N ; 1 � p a i r s of 
assets and there are training samples in each time step. 
A t w o asset RL system deals with two assets and decides the amount 
of capital transferred between them. We use claim(i, j ) to denote the 
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Figure 5.2: A Splitted View of Flow between Three Assets 
extent of the capital transferred from the i th asset to the j th assets. For 
simplicity, we show an example of a market with three assets in Figure 
5.1 and Figure 5.2. Three assets are regarded as three pairs of assets. By 
the second assumption, we use a single RL to work on all pairs 
of assets and to decide claim(i^j) for each pair of assets. After that, the 
portfolio for the next day is determined using the values of claim[i,f) 
and the current portfolio. 
5.2 Two-Asset RL System 
In this section, we introduce our design in the RL system. This includes 
the state formation, the set of actions and the update rule in the RL. 
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5.2.1 State Formation 
There are two components in tho state vector, namely the cross-correlation 
M w i t h a t ime lag w and the v i r tua l weight, b^i. Tho t ime lag w is a. 
parameter in our R L P M . 
We introdvu'o the cross-correlation M before explaining its reason to 
be a par t of the state. Consider at t ime t, t.hore are two t ime windows | 
t — 2w t — w] and [ 力 — + 1, t\. Both t ime windows are of w id th w. 
Define LXi,,(/;) to be the sot of log-relative priccs of the \ th asset in tho 
former t ime window arid LX2,/(?) to be t,hc sot. in the latter t ime window. 
The log-relat ivo prices a.r(、in fact the daily returns. Figure 5.3 shows tho 
t ime windows of the ？ a n d the j th assets when the current t ime stop is 
at t = 340 and the w id th is w — 20. 
We use " u ⑷ and //2,/.(0 to denote the mean of the sets LXU(?;) and 
LX2’/,(i) respectively. The cross-correlation M/('i, j ) is defined as the cor-
relat ion coefficient of L X " ⑷ and LX2,/,(j). Note that generally M t ( i , j ) 
is not equal to M/.( j , i). The following equations describe the above cal-
culat ion. 
1 � 
/-/-1./.(0 ^ - E \og{xt^w-\-k{^} 
1 
1^2A'i) ‘ 一 E \og{xt-w+k{i)} w k-:l 
i w 
… . / � < \ r � - � ] } 2 
\w - I ^ 
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Figure 5.3: Log-relative Prices of two Assets and their LX1)t and LX2)t when t = 340 
and w = 20 
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LX,(i) LX2(i) 
loglx,.?*.!^)] log[xt.w(i)] log[xt-*M(i)l loglxt(i)] loghi-oO)] 
log|xt.2*,i(jM log[x,.w(j)l log[xlJWr1(j)l •….. log(x,(j)) logtx^iO)] 
LX,0) LX2(j) 
Figure 5.4: Current Cross-Correlation Mt{i,j) and Future Cross-Correlation M t+i(i, j ) 
\ w 
N 如 — 丄 f c = l 
M t ( i , j ) < ^ 7 ^ ~ ~ T - . — 
W 
• EOogfe—2切+fcW - ^ t { i ) } } { ^ O g [ x t . w + k ( j ) — M2,t(i)]} 
fc=l 
While the cross-correlation M t ( i , j ) relates the returns of the i t h asset 
in the former time window to the returns of the j th asset in the current 
time window, it is a good estimate on the cross-correlation relating the 
returns of the i th asset in the current time window to the returns of the 
j th asset in the coming future. Figure 5.4 shows the relationship between 
the current cross -correlation and the future estimated c r o s s - c o r r e l a t i o n . 
Given the recent performance of the i th asset in the prediction 
on the future cross-correlation helps to describe the future movement of 
the j th asset, log[a;t+i(j)]. Therefore, the cross-correlation M t { i , j ) is the 
first component of our state vector. 
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The second element in tho state vector is the v i r tua l weight on the、 
I th asset considering a two-asset sub-portfol io in the i th asset and the ju' 
assets. Let J be the set of assets w i th /i2,/’ I ho mean return in the latter 
t ime window, smaller than Note that under our first assumption 
we transfer some capital f rom the iLh asset to the assets in the set J. Let, 
6/,(¾) be the weight of the i th asset in the curront. portfol io after recognizing 
the re turn from investment, and Ci{i) be the capital currently allocated 
on the i l h asset. 
Ct(i) = x , ( i ) . Ct(i) 
W O 二 一 
Ci (k) 
_ Xt(i) . bt{i) 
where Ct{i) is the capital and bt.(i) is the weight on the i i h asset de-
termined at t ime (t — 1). We divide the portfol io { i } H J into several 
two-asset sub-])ortfolios. Each sub-portfol io contains the i l h asset and 
an asset in J . For each j lh asset in the set ,J , the two-asset portfol io 
contains an amount of 
C l i ' j ) A 
X 。 / , ⑴ 
on the i t h asset and an amount of Ct(j) on tl ic ;j th asset. Therefore, tho 
weights in tho two-asset port fo l io of the i'h and the j ,h assets is 
一 } 
㈣ “ ⑷ 如 ）�
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: r � ' � ^ke.lCt(k) 
一 亡 � + CM + 三keJ Ct{k) 
: { b n L ( i ) =•、上⑴ 1 -�/“?:)}，�
bf (i) + EkeJ 
where�厶/?/,('/) is the v i r tua l weight on the iu' asset in a, 2-asset sub-portfol io 
w i t h the i th and the j lh asset. Notice that for all sub-portfolios consider-
ing the capital outf low from the same i l h asset, the value of b肌(i) is tho 
same. Th is oases the processing in the trading system as there are only 
(N — 1) sources of capital flow and (N — 1) calculations of 6肌(）in total. 
Since b i u \ i ) in easy to calculate and represents weiglits in a sub-portfol io, 
we choose b丨”人i) as the second element in tho state vector. 
Here i t is a.n example of a portfol io on four assets 
{6(1) = 0.10, b{2) = 0.20, 6(3) = 0.30, 6(4) = 0.40} 
and the to ta l capital is $100. Their value of /12,/. is in descending order, 
where "'2’/,⑴ is highest and /i2’/‘⑷ is lowest. 
C a p i t a l O u t f l o w f r o m 1st Asse t 
When the source of capital flow is the l,s/' asset, the destination could be 
all four assets. The weight on the l's" asset in three sub- portfol ios is 
— 0.10 —丄�
= a i o 4 Q.20 + 0.30 4 M 0 — 10 
and the three sub-portfol ios are 
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Component 1 Component 2 State Vector 
$ f on l s l assot $20 on 2nd asset {M,,(1,2), 
$ f on I s t asset, $30 on 3rc/ asset { M “ l , 3 ) , 
$ f on I s t asset $40 on 4"' asset {M,.(1,4), 
Note tha t the to ta l capital on the asset in three sub-portfolios is 
20 + 30 . ii) - $1Q 
9 ^ 9 ^ 9 ~ 1 ) i U ' 
Capi ta l Outflow from 2 nd Asset, 
Capi ta l could bo transferred from the 2nd asset, to all except the I s t asset.. 
The weight on the 2nd asset in two sub-portfolios is 
, � � 0.20 2 
6 / ? /(2) ：二 = — 
H L K ' 0.20 + 0.30 -I- 0.40 9 
and the two sub-portfol ios are 
Component 1 Component 2 State Vector 
$ f on 2nd asset, $30 on 3rrf assot {M , (2 ,3 ) , | } 
$ f on 2nd asset $40 on 4 th asset {M , (2 ,4 ) , | } 
Capi ta l Outflow f rom 3rf/ Asset 
Lastly, whon considering the capital outflow from the 3rr / asset, the des-
t ina t ion could be the asset arid the 3 r f / asset itself. The weight on tho 
3'." asset in a sub-port fol io is 
⑶� 二 0.30 + 0.40� 二 7 
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—cla im( i . i ) 
- ^ ^ A s s m ^ c i a i r n ( i . j ) ~ 
Figure 5.5: claim(i,i) and claim(i,j) in 2-Asset Portfolio 
and the sub-portfolio is 
Component 1 Component 2 State Vector 
$30 on 3rd asset $40 on 4仇 asset (Mt(3,4), f } 
5.2.2 Act ion 
In a sub-portfolio, there are two assets, the i th and the j th assets, and 
" 2 ’ 办 ） � S o m e capital of the i th asset is transferred to the j th asset 
and some is remained. We define claim(i^ i) and c l a i m ( i j ) to measure 
the degree of capital transferred from the i th asset to the i th asset itself 
and to the j th asset respectively. Figure 5.5 shows the claims between 
two assets. We set claimij, i) to be zero to represent a single direction 
of capital flow. 
There are three terms governing the amount of capital flow between 
two assets, M t ( i , j ) , M t { i , i ) and M t ( j , j ) . The first term, M t [ i , j ) , pre-
dicts the relation between the recent performance of the i th asset and 
the future performance of the j th asset. The latter two terms, M^i^i) 
and Mt(J, j ) , predict the relation between the recent performance and 
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Capital Flow ?'——> j 
风(?:，./) > o 7 
Mt(i,j) < 0 
,V/t(?：, /：) > 0 I 
Mt(i,i) < 0 
Mt(j,j) > 0 
MtU.j) < 0 I 
Table 5.1: Effect, of Terms 7 ) , M , ( j J ) and M ( { i . j ) on Capital Flow from i t h Asset, 
to j th asset 
the future pcu'forinarice of the '/:"'• asset and the j " ' asset respectively. 
Consider //'‘".⑴ > //-2,/.(j), i.e. the recent mean return of tho i t h asset 
is higher than that of the j l h asset. A positive M t , ( i , j ) predicts t l i。 
jUl asset to perform better in the near future, so some capital should 
be transferred out of the i th asset. A positive Mt(i, i) implies the iLh 
asset would maintain its good performance, while a negative Mt(i, i) 
implies the i "1 asset has a higher chance to perform worse in the future. 
Therefore, more capital should remain in the i t k asset when i ) is 
posit ive and be transferred out when M/,('i, v) is negative. When M/,( j , j ) 
is negative, t he j th asset is predicted to perform better, so more capital 
should be transferred out of the i th asset. Table 5.1 summarizes the flow 
of capital w i th l,he sign of the three terms. 
Fol lowing tho above logic, there are three terms which increase tho 
amount of capital transfer from the i l h asset to the jUl asset. They 
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are a posit ive j ) , a negative M/.(z,i) and a negative M / ( j , j ) . Wo 
define clairn(i, j ) to denotes the extent of capital transferred form the i"' 
asset to the jUl asset. An intui t ive fonrmlat ion of da?:m(?:, j ') used by the 
A N T I C O R algor i thm is 
claim,(i , j ) <——max{M/.(z, j ) , 0} 
+ m a x { - M t ( z , i ) , 0} + m a x { - M t ( j , j ) , 0 } . 
Unl ike the A N T I C O R algori thm, we use the RL to formulate cla,im(i,j) 
to have adaptive decisions on tho capital transfer. M/(z, j ) is the only 
te rm which relates two assets, so we keep it in claim(i, j ) , Wc use the RL 
to decide wh()Ui。r max{ —M/( i , ?•), 0} and/or max{ —A'//.(j, j ) , 0} should be 
present. Table 5.2 shows the actions of the RL. The four actions allows 
R L to comc up w i th an opt.imal strategy to transfer different amount of 
capi tal to the j lh asset in different situations. 
As discussed above, some capital should bo retained in tho i l h asset, 
when M/ (?', ?') is positive. Thus, we formulate claim (i, i) as 
claim(i、i) <——max{M/,(z, z), 0)} . 
Note tha t c/aim(j, i) is set to be zero to represent that no capital is 
transferred from the j th asset to the iUl asset. 
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Action Function of claim(i,j) 
max{Mt(i,j),0} + m a x { - M t ( M ) ’ 0 } + m a x { - M t ( j , j ) , 0 } 
1 V 
2 V V 
3 x/ V 
4 I V� 丨 V V 
Table 5.2: Set of Actions A and Function of claim{i^j) 
Capital = CRL Capital = C’RL Capital = C_RL 
~~Z~7T\~~ Aclion ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 T R e t u r n of ‘ l - r ； 7 ^ 
1-bRL(i) 1-b'RL(i) 1-b"RL(i) 
Figure 5.6: Change in Weights in 2-Asset RL 
5.2.3 Update Rule 
The changes of a two-asset portfolio is illustrated in Figure 5.6. At time 
t, when the RL selects an action and transfers some capital from the i th 
asset to the j th asset, some transaction cost is incurred. Then at time 
{t + 1), some asset prices changes. As the rate of changes of each asset 
is different, the return from the investments changes the weights in the 
sub-portfolio. 
Define bRL(i) and [1 - 6^(¾)] as the weight on the i t h and the j th 
asset in a sub-portfolio before any decisions from the RL. Let b'RL{i) be 
the weight after the action of the RL and b'^i) be the weight after the 
return in the next day. The action of the RL changes the sub-portfolio 
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according to t l ie value of clairn(i, i) arid claim (i^ j ) which proport ional ly 
divide the or iginal capital in the i th asset. The proport ion of capital 
remained in the i t h asset is — , .二= : : L ( 。 T . Therefore, the weight on 
the i th asset in the sub-portfol io after the action of the RL is 
‘ ⑴ ： - 厂�
cl avrnyi, i) + cl am 
The changc in the sub-poil,folio requires a transaction cost. Inside the 
RL , we approximate a. linear transaction cost to be 
X{\\bRL^-b'HL^\\ + \\bRL(j) -b'Rdj)\\} 
= A { | | 6 K L W 一 M i l + II[1 — bR,M - [1 - b'RLm\} 
=2X\\bRL(i)-b'luii)\\. 
The dai ly change in asset prices gives tho RL a reward on the invest-
ment. W i t h :cnl(i) and ; c / + i ( j ) as the relat ive prices of the i l h and tho 
j th asset in tho next day, the wciglit on the i11'. asset in the sub-portfol io 
is changed to 
" / n = ⑷ 
) , u A ) _ ^ u o ^ L W + ^ - i u n i - b'RL(r)y 
I n finance, t he net present value (NPV) of a projcct is the sum of tho 
present value of al l future cash-flows discounted at the required rate of 
return. The required rate of return can be regarded as the risk-free rate 
of investment, so that N P V measures the oxcess return other than tho 
risk-free investment. I f CF\ is the cash-flow after k years and t j is the 
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annual risk-fr'c;。rate, the NPV is calculated by 
NPV ^ T y ^ r r , 
A posit ive N P V means that the project is profitable, while a negative 
N P V means that the project is non-profitable. 
We regard the Q-funct ion in the R.L as tho N P V of an action given 
the current state. Thus, we define at t ime t the immediate reward, r^丄,/ 
, a s the changc、in the amount of the tota l capital in the two-asset sub-
port fo l io. When the annual risk-free ral,e is r jnn i ' 'a / and there are 252 
t rad ing days in a year, the daily discount factor 7 is (1 + r j " " " " 1 ) - 1 / 2 5 2 . 
Assuming the current total capital of the sub-port folio to be C m, the 
transact ion cost reduces tho capital to 
The re turn of the investment is rocognized in the next t ime step and the 
to ta l capital is changed to 
c;iL = WRL(i) •如⑷ + [1 - b'nL(i)\. x t + ] ( j ) } • C'RL. 
We use the gain or loss in tho tota l capital for calculating the immediate 
reward, 
rRU. = {C'RL - CRL) - I - ~ c ' R L ) 
where 7 is Ui(、. discount factor. Therefore, the update rule in the Q-
Learning is 
Q(s. a) < ( 1 — o)Q(.s, a) + a{rHL.i + 7 max Q(s\ a')}. 
(I 
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Note that s' in the update rule depends on the value of “么⑷ in 
the next Uin。step. The value of /./,2,/.+1 (¾) and /12,/.+i(j) determines the 
direct ion of c api ta l flow between two assets. If /^ 2./.4-1 (¾) > sonic 
capital is transferred from tho ？ a s s e t to l.lie j,h asset and the new 
state vector is { M t + 1 ( i , j ) , However, if > "么/+“?:)，the 
direct ion of capital flow is reversed and the new state vector is { M t + \ (J, z), 
Since the state vector contains two real numbers, we use an A N N 
to approximates the Q-funct ion w i th difrerent actions. The A N N has 4 
inputs, two real numbers from the state vector j ) , and 
two b inary munbers to denote the set of four actions. There is a hidden 
layer in the A N N . In each t ime step, we have samples to update 
the A N N . Sinco the values used to update the A N N come from the A N N 
itself, we stoixi all samples available in a t ime stop in a list before updat ing 
the A N N . A lgo r i t hm 3 summarizes the procedure for updat ing the R L P M 
at t ime (t 4- 1), since xt+] is available at t ime (t + 1). 
5.3 Port fol io Const ruct ion 
Af ter the updat ing, the R L P M picks an action for each pair of assets 
for the max imum value of the Q-funct ion. The .〜(^ 一1) chosen action 
determines the value of clai.m(i, j ) for all pairs of i and j, and the value 
of claim,(i, i) Cor all the i l h asset is set to bo max[A//(z,?l), 0]. 
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A l g o r i t h m 3 Update RL 
1： B <— empty set 
2： for all i such that \ < i < N do 
3： J <——set of assets witli //2l/. < " . 2 , /⑴ 
6： for all j G •) do 
7： for all a, G set of actions A do 
8： Update claim,from Table 5.2 
9： b'RL <——{claim,(i, i)/[davn(i, i) + claim(i, j)}} . bmtt(i) 
10： 
11: b"RL — xt+i(i) . b'RL(i)/{xl+](i) . b'RL(i) + . r…(j) . [1 — 6 ^ ( 7： ) ] } 
12： C'/iL <— {b'RL(i) . :1:,,,(1) + []- b'RL(i)} • .7-,, , ( j ) } • C'RL 
13： rRU <— (C'RL-\) + l(C;{L-C'RL) 
14： i f "2.h 丨⑴ > " d + i ⑴ then 
15： .S,-m <— { A z W U ) K ' / : ) } 
16： else 
17: .s,,., <— {风+1(./,'/).】—％,々:)} 
18： end if 
19： B < B U {{.s t,a t, (1 - (\)Q{s,,at) + Q\viUjJ + 7nmx„'Q(A、H"t')j}} 
20： end for 
21： end for 
22： end for 
23： Update ANN by each entry in 13 
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For each asset, say the i l/h asset, its capital is divided in different parts 
proport ional to the value of cla,im(J,, j ) . I f the original weight on the 
i t h asset is i>i(i) and the tot.al capital in the portfol io is Ciotuij., then the 
amount of capital transferred from the i th asset to the j th asset is 
c l a i m j i j ) ^ j ^ 
] “ : — r i \ 1 、 1 > ‘'LoLal^ ‘ cLavm{i, k) 
assuming no t ransaction cost. In tho view of t he j " ' asset, its now amount 
of capital cornos from the transfer out of other assets and the capital 
retained in it s(、lf. The now amount of capital in the j11' asset is 
Since the sum of the new amount of capital is st i l l Ct0tai,t (assuming no 
transaction cost), the new weight on the j " 1 asset is 
^ daim(i, j ) ? 
Even when there is transaction cost, we keep t he weights of the portfol io 
the same as that w i thout transaction cost. The effect of transaction 
cost is on the to ta l capital of the portfol io. I f C/0/.r(/,/, is the current 
to ta l capital and Ctotal.,t+] ^ the total capital after rebalancing, then the 
relat ion betweon Cioudj and Ct.()tai、i.+\ by considering the difFcrc^nce as tho 
transaction cost is 
N 
A / A f-
Ctotal, t — Ctotal,t.+\ = Y, IIW?;) . ^ total J — ^/,+1 ('0 . ^/,0^/,/.+1 ||-
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Let t ing C—“ = K • d丨nlnl、t, we can solve for Ctotai,t+^ by different 
numerical mot,hods on 
i二 1 
A lgo r i t hm 4 describes tho procedures of the 11LPM for a period of time, 
5.4 Choice of Window Size w 
In the calculat ion of /12,/,(^) and Af f(z, j ) , we need to prc-determine a value 
for the window size w. I t is an important, parameter and the p er form an c-o 
of the R L P M varies w i th the value of w. In the experiments in Section 
5.5, we do not f ind any trends on the performance against w、so we do not 
have a pr ior i knowledge to prc-dotermine a good value of w, Borodin d 
at. have two suggestions on this problem [3]. The first approach is to have 
a un i form buy-and-holcl strategy on a large set of the RLPM,,； systems 
w i t h different window size from 2 to W. An example of W 二 4 and a 
por t fo l io of 4 assets is shown in Figure 5.7. We denote this approach as U-
R L P M } y . The average of several 】ILPM⑴ systems reduces the f luctuation 
of performance、cursed by the window size w. Borodin et al. suggests tho 
value of W to be 30. 
The second approach is to recursively apply R,LPMW on the assets 
and then apply a U - B A H strategy on the outcomes. We can interpret 
the method as construct ing portfol ios on portfolios. We denote this ap-
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A l g o r i t h m 4 R.LPM^ 
1： for all t. such that 0 <t <2w do 
2： bl+]{i.) < 1 / N for all i e 
3： end for 
'1： f o r a l l / sucli t h a t t > 2»，do 
5： for all i such that, 1 < ? < N do 
6： bt{i) —— x,(i) . bt(i)/Z^ Mk) , bt(k) 
7： e n d for 
8: Update RL using data, at time (/ — 1) and / by Algorithm 3 
9： for all 7. such that 1 < ? < N do 
10： J <——set of assets with /jo%t < 
11： bRL(i)� 一 ik_h(J.) + Y:keJbt(k)} 
12： for all j such that I < j < N do 
13： if j 二： / t h e n 
14： cl(iiiii{i, i) *——ma,x[y\//.(?；, 'i),0] 
15： else if j ¢. J t h e n 
16： cl(ii.in(i,j) <——0 
17： else 
18: .s, <--- {Mt{'i,j)J>m,A'i)} 
19： Clioose an action a with nuvximiun value of Q{st .,a) 
20： Set c l a i m ^ . j ) following Table 5.2 
21： e n d if 
22： end for 
23： e n d for 
24： for all j sucli that I < j < N do 
25: bt+l{j) = Ejli {claim,{i, j)/ E£=i claim{i, k)} . ht{i) 
26： e n d for 
27： e n d for 
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Figure 5.7: U-RLPM^ = 4 on 4 Assets 
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Figure 5.8: U-RLPM^ on 4 Assets 
proach by U-RLPM^, where n is the number of layers of RLPMW. An 
example about U-RLPM! is shown in Figure 5.8. The first time when 
the RLPMW is introduced on the 4 assets with VK as 4, three portfolios 
on 4 assets are constructed. Then when another RLPM^ is applied on 
the three portfolios on assets, another three portfolios on portfolios are 
constructed. Then we use a U-BAH oil them to have the final portfolio. 
Although the RLPMW can be applied on the assets recursively, we expect 
the profit created from an additional layer of RLPM^ decreases with the 
current number of layers applied. We discuss this issue in Section 5.5. 
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N Y S E TSX SP500 D.I1A IIS I 
No. of Stocks 3(i 88 25 30 2:5 
No. of Trading Days 5,651 1,259 1,276 507 1,500 
SUrt i i ig Date Jul 3, 1962 Jan 4, 1994 .)i\n 2, 1998 Jan 14, 2001 May 12’ 200() 
Ending Date Dec 31, 1981 Dec 31, 1()98 .la" 31, 2003 Jan 13’ 2003 Feb 9, 200G 
No. of Depreciated Stucks 0 32 7 '25 'I 
Avg. Annual Rct in n or Slocks 13% 10% 6% -13% 18% 
Avg. Annual Ret urn of Best. Stock 19% 43% 30% | 9% 丨 40% 
Table 5.3: Details of Datasets 
5.5 Empir ical Resul ts 
We present, an empir ical study on our RLPM⑴ and some other tradi-
t ional P M algori thms. Table 5.3 shows some details of the datasets wc 
use. Borodin et al. tested tho A N T I C O R algori thm using the first four 
datasets [3], and we use the same four datasets in our empirical study. 
T h a t includes t he same sots of t ime series and same t ime period. We ol)-
ta in these four datasets from h11p: / /www.cs . t-cchnion.ac.il/ ~rani /port fol ios/ . 
We further inchide a dataset for the financial market in Hong Kong in 
recent years. 
The datasets come from different stock markets in the world. Tho 
N Y S E dataset contains 36 stocks from the New York Stock Exchange. 
The T S X dataset contains 88 stocks from the Toronto Stock Exchange. 
The SP500 dataset contains 25 stocks in the Standard & Poor's 500 
Index. The D J I A dataset contains 30 stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average. The I IS I dataset contains 23 stocks in the Hang Seng Index. 
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NYSE TSX SP500 
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Figure 5.9: Histogram of Average Annual Return of Different Stocks in Diferent 
Datasets 
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Parameter Value 
Market Number of trading days in a year 252 
Annual risk-free rate 4% 
RLPM,,, Learning rat,(、，cy 0,05 
Discount factor. 7 0.9998 
ANN approximating Q-function N\imbor of hidden layers 1 
Learning rat(� 0.05 
Table 5.4: Parameters on market, RLPM,,, and ANN approximating Q-function 
The 88-stock TSX dataset can be used to test whether the RLPM.⑴ is 
scalable. 
The 5 datasets have different natures, summarized in Table 5.3 and 
Figure 5.9. A l l stocks in tho NYSE dataset go up and the SP500 datasets 
have a few stocks going clown. Very few of tl io stocks in the I ISI datasets 
go down while most stocks in the DJIA dataset go down. The datasets 
have different numbers of t rading days. Most of them have more than 
1,000 t rading clays and are suitable for an R L system to decide its action 
adaptively. Tl io last two rows show tho pcrfonnancc of the average of 
stocks and t-he performance of t l ic best, stock in each dataset. In view 
of the whole market, all t l ie datasets cxce])l, tho DJ IA dataset have a 
posit ive mean return. The TSX, SP500 and HSI datasets include som(、 
prof i table stocks which have an average annual return over 30%. 
We list the parameters in the experiment in Table 5.4. As discussed in 
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Section 5.2.3，the discount factor in RLPM."’ is a funct ion on the number 
of t rading clays in a year and the annual risk-free rate. When there 
are 252 t rading days annuaJJy and the arimiaJ risk-free rate is 4%, tho 
discount factor is 
7 = ( 1 + 4 % ) - " 2 5 2 
^ 0.9998. 
In addit ion, we use an A N N to approximate the Q-funct ion in t he RLPM,,.. 
The A N N ha.s a hidden layer of 5 nodes and a learning rate of 0.05. 
We chooso to have a online learning for RLPMW,. In other words, tho 
test ing period starts at the first day. In each day, the RLPM W updates its 
knowledge on the Q-funct ion and selects actions based on the updated Q-
function. Since there arc pairs of assets, the R L P M w has N i N ~ U 
^ 2 
samples for updat ing the Q-function. Wc observe that the RLPM W learns 
a good policy in a short period of t ime when wc compare the performance 
of R L P M W to that of the A N T I C O R algori thm in the later part of this 
section. 
5.5.1 Effect of Window Size w on 1 Layer of RLPM?t) and 2 
Layers of R L P M � 
First of all, wc examine the effect of the parameter w in tho RLPMUJ on 
the performance. For simplicity, we consider no transaction cost. Figure 
5.10 shows the performance of the RLPM.( t ; w i th the value of w from 2 to 
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Figure 5.10: Effect of Window Size w oil RLPM^ 
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Figure 5.12: Total Capital of Stocks, 1 Layer of RLPMu, and 2 Layers of RLPM^, in 
HSI Dataset in Last 50 Days 
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30. For reference, we also plot, the performance of the U-RLPMJq, which 
is the average of all RLPM, ( ) 's from w = 2 to w 二 30, the best stock 
and the market, which is tho U- B A I I on all stocks. Different values of 
w give dilTcroiit results and the best value of w is not the same in all 
datasets. A small value of w is better in the datasets SP500 and HS1. 
A medium value of w is bet.ter in the datasets NYSE and DJ IA . A largo 
value of w is better in the dalaset TSX. Wl i i le the effect of tlie value oi. 
w on the performance of the R,LPM⑴ is significant, a U - B A H on a large 
set of the R L P M w ' s helps smoothing the fluctuation. Figure 5.11 shows 
the perfornmna) of the U -RLPM}^ on difforent values of W from 2 to 
30. We observe the performance of the U-R,LPM{ /K is less volatile than 
tha t of the R L P M i y . We choose W to be 30 in the remaining part of th(、 
section in order to include a large set of the RLPMU ) 's and not to pre-sel 
an op t ima l value of M,, e.g. W — 5 in the dataset HSI. 
Figure 5.12 shows the perfonnance of a layer and two layers of the 
RLPM1 t , w i t h (lifTerent valuos of u). We observe that the difference in the 
performance is roduced from stocks to a layer of the RLPM7t； and from a 
layer to two layers. Therefore, the profits from frequently changing in a 
layer of the R,LPMW from a value of w to another value of w is smaller 
than tha t changing in two layers of the R,L1)MW w i th different values of 
w. As the marginal benefit decreases wi th the number of layers of the 
R L P M W , we focus on the U - R L P M j 0 and the U-RLPM^ 0 in the remaining 
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Algoritli^ fl NYSE TSX SP500 I DJIA HSI 
— — ！ ！ 一 
Market (U-BAH) 14.21 1.60 1.33 0.76 2.65 
Best Stock 53.34 6.00 3.79 1.19 7.41 
U-RLPMi0 98,663,677.93 32.48 6.59 1.73 17.95 
U-R],PMl0 802,959,130.23 51.34 6.81 2.14 20.59 
ANTI1 1G,828,390.18 26.30 5.51 1,60 15.27 
ANTI2 233,701,587.54 38.78 5.84 2.28 16.86 
UNIVERSAL 26.71 1.57 1.63 0.81 2.79 
Table 5.5: Final Total Capital of Different Algorithms Starting from $1 without Trans-
action Cost 
part of the discussion. 
5.5.2 Comparing R L P M to Other Strategies 
Now we examine difl'erent strategies under zero transaction cost. Tabic 
5.5 records the final to ta l capital of different strategies assuming an ini t ia l 
to ta l capital of $1 and Tabic 5.6 shows the average annual return. Given 
a final to ta l c.apital Ct.ntni of a strategy and tho number of t rading days in 
the period as (I、we calculate tho average annual return by the geometric 
mean ( C t o l f 2 / d — 1. 
We choosc t wo implementat ions of the A N T I C O R algori thm, namely 
A N T I 1 and A N T I 2 (discussed in Section 3.5), and the U N I V E R S A L al-
gor i thm (discussed in Section 3.4) for the comparison. Note that we do 
not include our previous design in Chapter 4 for comparison. The best 
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Algorithm NYSE TSX SP500 DJIA HSI 
Market (U-BAH) 13% 10% 0% -13% 18% 
Best Stock 19% 43% 30% 9% 40% 
U-11LPMJ0 � 1 2 7 % 101% 45% 31% 62% 
U-llLPMl0 150% 120% 4G% 46% 66% 
ANTI1 110% 92% 40% 26% 58% 
AN112 136% 108% 42% 51% 61% 
UNIVERSAL 16% 9% 10% -10% 19% 
Table 5.6: Average Annual Return of Different Algorithms Starting without Transaction 
Cost 
dataset for coiuparing our l l L P M and the A N T I C O R algor i thm is those 
used in [3], Tha t includes the datasets NYSF,, TSX, SP500 and DJ IA . 
The previous design in Chapter 4 involves a t ra in ing period. If i t is in-
cluded in t,h(、empirical study, the testing period wi l l be shorter and the 
test ing per iod is different f rom those in [3]. In this case, the comparison 
w i t h the A N T I C O R algor i thm wi l l not be fair. 
The U N I V E R S A L algor i thm performs similar ly as the U - B A H strat-
egy becausc its format ion of portfol ios is the mean of a large set of dif-
ferent CBAL/, 's, as we discuss in Chapter 3. Tho aggressive A N T I 1 has 
very good results, especially in the dataset NYSE and TSX. They beat, 
the best stock in all the 5 dat.ascts. 
Considering the absencc of the transaction cost, our algor i thm U-
R L P M J q signilic^antly out])crfonns A N T I 1 in all datasets. Figure 5.13 
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shows the performance of both the U-RLI^M^q and the ANTI1，whi le 
F i g u r e 5 .14 s h o w s t h e p r t ^ n i u r n of t h e U - I U j P M J q ove r t h e A N T I 1 in 
percentage. We observe from Figure 5.14 t.hat the U - R L P M J q outper-
forms the A N T I 1 in most of the t ime in the datasets. There are some、 
t ime periods w i th an increasing premium of the U-RLPM.jq over tl io 
A N T I 1 , e.g. from day 180 to day 250 in DJ IA and from day 400 to day 
600 in I iSI . A reason for the existence of those t ime periods is that tho 
U-RLPMgQ learns a better policy than the ANTI 1 、po l i cy and thus has 
a significant increase in the premium. 
There is an improvement from the U-RLPM^q to the U - R L P M & in 
all datasets. The U - R L P M ! 0 has one more layer of the RLPM" ’ than the 
U-RLPMj。 . Bot.h the U-RLPM^ 0 and the A N T I 2 constructs portfolios on 
portfol ios, or acts like a " fund-on-fund" structure in the financial market. 
The U - R L P M | ) beats the A N T I 2 except in tl io dataset DJ IA in Table 5.5. 
We observe from Table 5.6 that the inc.rcase in the average annual return 
from the U-R.LPMj 0 to the U-RLPM^ 0 is similar to that from tho A N T I 1 
to the A N T I 2 except in the dataset DJ IA . Tl ie empirical results suggest 
that two layers of RLPM,,； is more effective than a layer of R L P M ^ . 
We observe that the U - R L P M ^ reaches a final capital of $802,959,130.23 
from an in i ta l capital of Si in the datasot NYSE. A major component, 
of the huge prof i t is the effect of compounding. Notice that the dataset 
NYSE contains 5,561 daily pricos and 802,959,130.23 ^ (1 +0.0036)5561 . 
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In other words, an average daily return of 0.36% becomes a prof i t of 
more than 800 mil l ion after 5,561 days under the effect of compounding. 
I f compounding is not allowed and we invest in the same amount ($1 on 
the port fol io) everyday, the final capital wi l l be approximately $20.54. 
5.5.3 Effect of Transaction Cost A on R L P M � 
The transact ion cost is a pi.acUcal issue which has a significant, effccl 
on the performance of all t rading strategies. Consider a strategy which 
changes 80% of its portfol io everyday and tho rate of transaction cost is 
only 0.2%. Then in each day 80% . 0.2% 二 0.16% of its tota l capital is 
paid for the transaction. Af ter a year w i th 252 trading days, the capital of 
the strategy w i th 0.2% transaction cost is (1 — 0.16%)252 ^ 66.80% of tho 
capital w i thout transaction cost. Both the RLPM⑴ and the A N T I C O R 
algor i thm are aggressive and changcs their portfol io frequently, so tho 
effect of the transaction cost is an important; topic about whether tho 
strategies ar() practical. 
Figure 5.15 shows the effect of transaction cost on the final total cap-
i ta l and Figure 5.16 shows the effect on the average annual return. W i t h 
the transaction cost charged on bo i l i buy signal and sell signal, our IJ-
RLPMJq beats the A N T I 1 in all different values of the transaction cost 
and all datasots. In all five datascts, the U - l l L P M ^ beats the best stock 
w i th A < 0.1% and beats the market portfol io w i th A < 0.3%. 
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Recall that the RLPM.⑴ cx)nsiders the transaction cost A in tho im-
mediate reward. Therefore, different values of transaction cost result in 
different knowledge learned in the R,LPMW. Our RLPM W can choose to 
transfer less capital between two assets when the transaction cost is sig-
nificant to its docision. The premium of the U - R L P M ^ over the A N T I 1 
reflects the difference in the characteristics between the RLPM W and tho 
A N T I C O R algorithm. 
In practice, some online broker firms char-go a very small transaction 
cost. Interactive Brokers, a US online broker f irm, offers 0.1% transaction 
cost for the market in Europe and 0.08% for the market in Japan and 
Austral ia. The f i rm also oilers a transaction cost of USD 0.005 per share 
for the market in US. In other words, the rate of transaction cost is only 
0.025% for a. stock w i th price USD 20.00. Our algor i thm can be applied 
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This thesis aims at applying the R.einforccmient Learning (RL) to re-
balance a portfol io frequently in a t ime period for profit maximization. 
Compared to some mathematical models, tho R.L is flexible and can adap-
t ively decide different actions in difFerent situations. However, in order 
to be able to handle a number of assets in a portfolio, tho RL needs 
a simple state vcctor for an efficient learning. We discuss two different 
systems using the R L for portfol io management (PM). The first system 
involves a n\inil)cr of local RL traders. EEi(、h RL trader lcanis to work 
on a part icular asset and some t raditional PM algorithms are applied on 
the decisions from the RL traders. The idea, is like a fund manager us-
ing t radi t ional I^M algorithms to manage a fund on several independent 
traders. The RL traders aim at maximizing the absolute return, while 
difFerent tradit ional P M algorithms have different goal, e.g. maximizing 
risk-adjusted return in the mean-variance analysis. In our experiments, 
8 9 
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the A N T I C O R algor i thm on our R,L traders performs worso than the 
A N T I C O R algor i thm on the stocks. 
In Chapter 5, we give a novo] design of R.L systems on managing a 
large number of assets. By considering the capital transfer between each 
pair of assets, the state vector describing the two assets is of a smaller 
dimension than a state vector on all the assets. Thus the learning process 
can be more efficient. Wo also design the actions of the R.L k) be a sot 
of different, stral-egies on transferr ing capital between two assets, instead 
of a fixed amount or a fixed port ion of capital. Our second system, the 
R L P M , provides an example of this design. 
The R L P M has the advantages from both the RL and the A N T I C O R 
a lgor i thm [3]. We adopt the framework from the A N T I C O R algorithm 
and apply tho RL on each pair of assets. Using the RL, the R L P M can 
decide different, actions adaptively to transfer capital among the assets. 
The two- assot; state vector consists of two nmnbers, including the cross-
correlat ion which describes iho mlat ionship l)etwoen the two assets. Since 
the state vector is simple and we have N、N21、pairs of assets as samples 
for each t ime step, the learning of the R L is efficient. Our system also 
changes its port fo l io aggressively like the A N T I C O R algorithm. The 
R L P M is different f rom the Neuneier's approach [28] which is based on 
a multiple-ass(、t RL. Our R L P M applies the RL on each pair of assets. 
The R L P M is different from our first approach because there is only 
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one cr i ter ia for port fo l io construction in tho RLPM. Our system differs 
f rom the A N T I C O R algor i thm in which its decision is more flexible than 
tha t of the A N T I C O R algor i thm and considers the interactions wi th the 
environment as well. 
In the calculat ion of the cross-correlations and the auto-correlations, 
the t ime lag w has a significant impact on t.ho profits of the RLPM. Wo 
cannot observe f rom our empirical studies any rules to pro-determine a 
good value of this parameter. To in elude tl io ofTect of a. wick) range of w、 
our U-RLPM ; l U ) invests uni formly at the first t ime step on 29 RLl^M's wi th 
different value of w and we regard the U-RLPM；^ as a. basket of funds. 
Our U-RLPM30 further considers applying two layers of the l l L P M on 
the assets and is interpreted as a basket of funds on funds. 
In the empir ical studios in Section 5.5, we test the R L P M wi th five 
datasets in different stock markets. The datasets have different natures 
and provide difl'erent situations I'or the experiments. The U-IILPM30 is 
an un i form bu.v-and-hold strategy on a set of RLPM W w i th the value ol 
the t ime lag w f rom 2 to 30. The U-RLPM；^ smoothes tho effect of tho 
parameter w and shows an average performance of the RLPM W . The 
very good results in the empir ical study shows the power of RLPM,,,. 
W i t h o u t transact ion cost, tho U -RLPM^ n l)eats the best stock and tho 
A N T I C O R algor i thm in all datasets. In tho worst dataset in DJ IA , tho 
average performance of all stocks is negative and the best stock brings ari 
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average annual return of 9%. However, our U-RLPM^ 0 results in a 30% 
average annual return by aggressively transferring capital from recently 
wel l -performing stocks to recently poorly-performing stocks. 
In the second par t of the empirical studios, we test the RLPMU, w i th 
different rate of transaction cost A. We define the transaction cost to 
be incurred in both buy and sell decisions. Since the RLPMU �considers 
the effect of the transaction cost- in the immediate reward in the RL, it 
outperforms t ho A N T I C O R algori thm in all values of the transaction cost 
and in all the clatasets. The empirical results show that the U-RLPM；1^ 
beats the best stock w i t h A < 0.1% and boats the average of all stocks 
w i t h A < 0.3%. 
F u t u r e W o r k 
In our simulations, we assurno wc can hold any real number of shares in 
a part icular stock and wc can trade any number of shares in the daily 
closing prices. In reality, the number of shares is an integer. The number 
is even a mul t ip le of a constant in the Hong Kong stock market. The bid 
price is not the same as the ask price and the number of shares available 
is not an arb i t ra r i l y large number. Our future work is to consider in our 
R L system the real rules in the market. 
We have restr ict ion on the order of capital flow in the assets. Wc 
assume all ass(、ts to liavo the same level of long term mean return, so 
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the order of capital flow follows the descending order of recent mean 
return. However, real stock prices in the experiments suggest different 
levels of long te rm mean return for different stocks. We wi l l relax this 
assumption l).y considering different levels of long term mean return for 
different assents. I n this ease, the order of capital flow wi l l be different. 
Another issue is that the processing inside the RL is not fast. Although 
the N("N2—” pairs of assets provide enough samples for the learning, wc 
have to update the A N N for - times. I t is possible to have a different 
way to spl i t the set of N assets so as to speed up the procedure of 
updat ing the A N N and deciding the formii lat ion of claim in the RL. 
whi le keeping t he R L applied on pairs of assets. 
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